Title: Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Employment and Skills Board

Date: 1 May 2018

Time: 9am to 11:30am

Venue: Room 2C03 Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro, TR1 1XU

Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Timings</th>
<th>Agenda Items</th>
<th>Lead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>0900 - 0905</td>
<td>Welcome, Introductions and Apologies</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>0905 - 0910</td>
<td>Employment and Skills Board 17 January (meeting on</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minutes and Action Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>0910 - 1000</td>
<td>New Frontiers, Skills Devolution ‘asks’</td>
<td>EK/SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1000 - 1050</td>
<td>ESB Delivery Plan and Performance Monitor update</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1050 - 1100</td>
<td>Skills Advisory Panel Verbal update</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1100 - 1110</td>
<td>Institute of Technology Verbal update</td>
<td>DW/RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>1110 - 1120</td>
<td>ESF Update (see attached paper)</td>
<td>MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>1120 - 1130</td>
<td>Any other business</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date of next meetings
- 27 June 2pm Room 2C03 Pydar House
- 29 August 9am Room 2C03 Pydar House
- 3 October 1pm to 3:30pm 2C03 Pydar House
- 6 December 1pm to 3:30pm 2C03 Pydar House

Papers to be included:
- Paper 1: Agenda
- Paper 2: Minutes of meeting 17 January 2018
- Paper 3: New Frontiers Part 2 is related to Employment and Skills, 1, 3 and 4 are for context
- Paper 4: ESF Update
# Minutes

**Meeting Title:** Employment and Skills Introductory Session  
**Date:** 17 January 2018  
**Time:** 2pm to 4:30pm  
**Location:** Lander and Boscawen Room, Truro Business Space, Chiltern House, City Road, Truro, TR1 2JL  
**Chaired by:** Paul Massey  

**Attendees:**  
- Jane Black (JB)  
- David Walrond (DW)  
- Dawn George (DG)  
- Trevor Doughty (TD)  
- Clare Harris (CH)  
- Lindsey Hall (LH)  
- Mark Williams (MW)  
- Mel Colton-Dyer (MD)  
- Paul Massey (PM)  
- Paul Wickes (PW)  
- Sandra Rothwell (SRot)  
- Stacey Sleeman (SS)  
- Stuart Roden (SRod)  
- Tarn Lamb (TL)  
- Emily Kent (EK)  
- Mark James (MJ)  
- Jonathan Eddy (JE)  

**Officer support**  
Debbie Osborne, LEP Executive Team (DO)  

**Apologies**  
John Betty (Emily Kent substitute), Jim Grant, Raoul Humphries and Mark Duddridge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minutes</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Welcome and Apologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies duly noted. This is the first meeting of the refreshed Employment and Skills Board and a warm welcome to new members and also to Mark James from the Department of Education who is in attendance to inform the ESB about the latest on the Skills Advisory Panel (SAPs).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Introduction and scene setting</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sandra Rothwell LEP CEO and Service Director Economic Growth</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Purpose of today’s meeting is to start looking at the priorities for the refreshed Employment and Skills Board (ESB).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Members will recall the work already undertaken on the ESB strategy refresh which was a big piece of work linked to the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) with a focused vision for the employment and skills agenda.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- We need to ensure no disconnect with wider LEP and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Cornwall Council agenda, so working together to stay relevant to employers, businesses and young people.  
- Board needs to be kept strategic and have an understanding of the links to other relevant working groups and boards.  
- Members will recall that just before Christmas, CIoS was identified as an area to look at the potential of a Skills Advisory Panel. Mark James from DfE is here today to discuss later but this a good opportunity for CIoS to work with DfE on this.  
- Would encourage members to relook at the Vision 2030 summary document which focuses on Business, People and Place. Productivity driven and getting the skills and inclusive growth agenda right is a big part of that Vision.  
- The LEP’s 10 Opportunities was launched this week which will sit alongside the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP). The LEP's ambition is to be one of the first areas to have a local industrial strategy in place, this will set out governments ambitions for economic growth to 2030, will also include the Shared Prosperity Fund plans. This document allows us to start the dialogue with government and how we respond and react to those opportunities ie employment and skills.  
- Members are reminded that the ESB is a formal designated sub Board of the LEP, tasked with driving the employment and skills priorities and agenda of the SEP.  
- There is now a dedicated People and Prosperity team in place within the Economic Growth Service at Cornwall Council. The structure diagram can be found at Appendix 1.  
- Have a strong partnership with the voluntary and community sector and TL and others from the sector are working with the People and Prosperity Team on the Inclusive Growth Agenda, there is also the strong link with MW on funding.  
- The Employment and Skills Agenda also includes links with the Local Authority. Headed up by TD and JB the Early Years and Adult Social Care teams work in partnership with the LEP to widen the agenda and bring in extra capacity and resource. | 

**Jane Black, Service Director Education and Early Years**  
- Main contact for ESB will be the Lead 11-25 Pathways, mainly in relation to SO4 (STEM, STEAM, Enterprise Advisors and careers/education guidance.  

**Sandra Rothwell LEP CEO and Service Director Economic Growth**  
- We will be adopting more of a commissioning approach
with the Cornwall Council team, with set KPIs within a SLA. Board will performance manage and report back to LEP Board.

- CH to be congratulated on the work already completed, and now with new support will ensure capacity and resource in place to ensure the future.

### 3. Recap on Strategy and Action Plan

- Members are reminded of the vision and 4 Objectives which set out our goal and scope of work. "To provide strategic leadership that synchronises supply and demand for employment and skills resulting in transformational change for current and future generations"
  - **SO1**: Develop our highly skilled workforce for tomorrow
  - **SO2**: Drive employer and individual engagement and investment in skills.
  - **SO3**: Enable people to access and progress in meaningful employment.
  - **SO4**: Enable people to learn about career pathways and be equipped for the world of work.

### 4. Introductions from members

- Group introduced themselves in turn to group, and gave background and how their area of expertise contributes to the 4 strategic objectives. Below are key points of those individuals:
  - **Lindsey Hall (Real Ideas Organisation)**: Chair of Pathways to Employment Group.
  - **Paul Wickes (Cornwall Marine Network)**: Cornwall Apprenticeship Agency, helping SMEs to recruit apprentices. Cornwall Marine Network providing vocational work experience for employers.
  - **Tarn Lamb (CN4C)**: Part of new working group to look at the Inclusive Growth Agenda and how opportunities are equalised across all sectors.
  - **Mark Williams (Cornwall Council)**: ESF guidance advisor. Chair of Training Provider Network.
  - **Trevor Doughty (Strategic Director (Children, Families and Adults) Cornwall Council)**: Interest in how skilled young people can contribute to the economy.
  - **Jane Black (Service Director Education and Early Years, Cornwall Council)**: Big focus on vulnerable adults. Has close relationships with headteachers.
  - **Stacey Sleeman (People and Prosperity Manager, Cornwall Council)**: Housing background which faces the same barriers as skills. Will be focusing on Inclusive Growth agenda and links to 10 Opportunities.
  - **Emily Kent (Head of Economy Skills and Culture,**}
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**Cornwall Council**: Responsibility for EU policy, future funding, Shared Prosperity Fund, economic intelligence and along with the People and Prosperity team responsible for Culture, Heritage and Cornwall Records Office.

- **Mel Colton Dyer (Cornwall Chamber)**: represents business and business skills. Has good connectivity with other Chambers and business community.
- Sandra Rothwell then introduced and gave background to those not in attendance and also the importance of the links with the Skills and Growth Hubs in relation to delivery.
- **David Walrond (Truro and Penwith College)**: Responsible for 3 campuses in Cornwall (Truro, Penzance and Bodmin), 1300 employees. Providing higher, further and foundation learning. Cross LEP working in relation to IIT.
- **Stuart Roden (Regional TUC)**: Trade Union representative, looking at the opportunities to work together to integrate the health and social agenda into the workforce.
- **Jonathan Eddy (BEIS)**: Local representative at Whitehall, can help with policy.
- **Dawn George (Eden Project)**: HR Director with responsibility for inclusion in relation to employees and members of the public. Committed to increasing on site apprentices by working with local colleges.
- **Clare Harris (Senior Skills Officer, LEP)**: Has links with Business Link and Young Enterprise Board. Is currently doing some collaborative work with the DWP on Work and Health Agenda.

### Action

5. **Skills Advisory Panels**

- Mark James is the Head of Strategy at Department for Education. He then gave a short presentation in relation to Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs).
  - 2 Drivers for the creation of SAPs namely TECHNICAL in relation to data on quality of that data and POLICY in relation to issues varying across regions.
  - How the market led skills offer is led in each area and look at ways of changing the way areas work.
  - SAP programme has 4 components:
    - Strengthen the MCAs’ and LEPs’ capability to produce skills needs analysis;
    - Establish a capability within DfE to collate those local analyses in order to produce a richer understanding of national skills needs;
    - Provide the basis for a new partnership between DfE
and local areas; and

- Ensure that centrally-held DfE programmes respond to local skills needs, by introducing a requirement that these programmes take account of SAPs analysis
  - This programme is not about creating new but will allow better support and analysis of former plans/programmes.
  - Need to work through and ensure a joined up approach to respond to sector needs. JE: Sector Deals will be led by BEIS with some being easier to identify than others. All linked to 10 Opportunities. SR: There are specific opportunities within county but on others there will be overlap with our “neighbours”. It needs to be about cluster not geography. A presentation was given to the Enterprise Zone (EZ) Board on the skills agenda and the outcome of that meeting is that the EZ Board want to commission ESB to look at deliverables and opportunities to help drive the STEM/STEAM Agendas. TL: need to continue to embed equal opportunity, ensuring the local research is done and join up aspirations and opportunities.
  - JE: LEP and local partners will lead on local industrial strategy, the 10 Opportunities allows that dialogue to be started with government, will keep group updated on progress when appropriate.

JB/TD left the meeting at 4pm

- DW: we already have a good narrative to allow us to drive our mission statement in relation to SAPs and the local industrial strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 &amp; 7. Driver Boards/Task and Finish Groups</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward Planning Roundtable discussion/activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Agreed that items 6 and 7 be discussed together.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Looking at the priorities for the next 12 months.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Ensuring strategic direction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Embedding equality across everything.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Training for Board, having time outside of Board meetings to consolidate and explore.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Be aware of what is happening now: ESF Programme, Shared Prosperity Fund, Local Industrial Strategy, SAPs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Start capacity building.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Look at Sub Groups:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Pathways to Employment Group (meetings to be aligned before ESB to help reporting).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Apprenticeship Steering Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Employer Skills Forum (similar to DDG).
  - Deliver on strategy and action plan.
  - ESB big influencer (ITI Board representation). Has the capacity to create a programme approach to calls, can influence on what is delivered on the ground and what is articulated back to government.
  - Review Action Plan before next meeting, look at KPIs and targets. Being responsive on skills analysis and how it links with SAPs. Include high level performance management dashboard, now and a trajectory, but keeping strategic. This could then be reported to ESB on a quarterly basis. **Action 1: SS/CH to review action plan to include KPIs and targets and bring to next ESB on 28 February and then report on a quarterly basis.**
  - Is important for LEP to endorse the IIT bid. Board reminded that this would be a bid that would involve cross LEP working.
  - Real opportunities happening now that ESB can influence: IIT, Beacon work with DWP, ESF, EA support, Skills Hub.
  - Decision on what ESB drives forward and what People and Prosperity Team focus needs to happen. The current action plan will become work plan for the next 12 months and as previously advised this will be brought to the February meeting.

### Dates of next meeting:

- 28 February 2018 2pm to 4pm
- 1 May 2018 9am to 11am
- 27 June 2018 2pm to 4pm
- 29 August 2018 2pm to 4pm
- 1 November 2018 9am to 11am

A room has been booked at Pydar House in Truro for all meetings but if anyone can host please let Debbie in the LEP Executive Team know.

### Actions

1. SS/CH to review action plan to include KPIs and targets and bring to next ESB on 28 February and then report on a quarterly basis. **SS/CH**

Meeting finished at 4.40pm
Appendix 1

People and Prosperity Team

Diagram:
- Economic Growth Service Director/LEP CEO
  - Head of Economy Skills and Culture
    - People and Prosperity Manager
      - Senior Skills Officer
      - Inclusion Officer
      - Employment and Apprenticeship Officer
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FOREWORD

New Frontiers is Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s proposition for economic, social and environmental resilience in a post-Brexit Britain. It offers a blueprint for rural regional development; through binding the transformative power of Brexit, encapsulating through a local lens the possibilities of the next wave of Industrial Strategy pilots and furthering our existing devolution aspirations.

In our region, people voted for Brexit as they felt they had little influence on decision making, and Brexit should be seen as a catalyst for change that empowers regions to bring decision making closer to the people. New Frontiers has been built through the power of partnership: it does not belong to any one organisation and is a reflection of our shared ambitions as a region.

New Frontiers proposes a series of policy, fiscal, sector and devolution asks that will collectively empower Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to shape a new approach to regional development, shaping our place in the UK and maximising our potential. New Frontiers is about breaking with the old; it proposes a new locally controlled regional economic development funding model; innovative approaches to building more affordable homes through locally directed infrastructure investments and flexibilities over planning;
Brexit is a new frontier in our journey to build an economy that works for everyone in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

changes to regulations that inhibit business and have a particular impact on our region; sector deals in our Space, creative, digital and clean tech industries that meet the challenges of the Industrial Strategy that are relevant to our local economy; and the devolution of powers in areas such as health and social care that will promote technology enabled care, promote joint working and focus on prevention: all of which will allow us greater determination over how our region can prosper.

The bedrock of our future economy

New Frontiers should be seen as a stepping stone to a wider debate on the role of regions in the post Brexit UK; a Brexit seen through the prism of a straight transfer of powers from the European Union to Government will be a missed opportunity, one that may not come around again for another generation. New frontiers is a document that was shaped in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, but its impact and ethos should resonate with all rural regions throughout the UK, as regions will form the bedrock of our future economy and only with the powers to reach our potential will we all be able to flourish and make our contributions towards the future prosperity of the UK.
INTRODUCTION

Brexit is a new frontier in our journey to build an economy that works for everyone in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. How we meet the challenges and seize the opportunities ahead will define our economy, our society and our place in the world for decades to come.

We cannot approach this new frontier in isolation. Our peninsula is a beautiful and fragile eco-system in which the resilience of our people, environment and economy are inter-dependent.

The newly created Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board, born out of an independent governance review, provides the collective leadership we need to increase our environmental, economic and social resilience, and flourish beyond Brexit. We have long enjoyed excellent cross-sector collaboration, in a relatively simple administrative landscape surrounded by sea on three sides. The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board now provides integrated strategic leadership – with constituent members retaining responsibility for delivery – and is a key strength of our proposal.

New Frontiers is the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board’s proposition to Government, offering an opportunity to collectively re-appraise national thinking on the tools and levers required to unlock regional growth in a post Brexit world.

The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board
Our track record

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is a natural test-bed for new approaches to the grand challenges facing our society, with a proud history of invention and innovation. Just as we led the first Industrial Revolution and connected the first transatlantic communications cables, our peninsula is now leading the way in trialling smart technologies, space and satellite communications, creative and digital technologies, and green energy production.

As the first rural area with a devolution deal, Cornwall is a trailblazer for how devolved powers and funding can unleash the potential of non-metropolitan regions. Since 2015 we have used our devolved powers to deliver real benefits for the economy and people of Cornwall including:

- Levering £17 million private investment into our bus network, enabling an extra 700,000 people to travel by bus, as part of our ground-breaking work to establish one integrated public transport system with the Cornish equivalent of London’s Oyster card.

- Generating business growth through our simplified Growth and Skills Hub, with all the extra business rates being kept in Cornwall, providing an extra £8 million funding for local services this year.

- Levering £7.5 million private investment over three years into our Warm and Well programme, through which we are making the homes of 1,300 vulnerable households in Cornwall cheaper to heat every year.

1 The vast majority of asks in this document are on a Cornwall and Isles of Scilly geography, but some are Cornwall specific.
Our catalyst for change

The 2015 Cornwall Devolution Deal was signed in the wake of the Scottish referendum campaign. The timing of New Frontiers is driven by Brexit, our catalyst for change.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is an economy in transition. Two decades of European support have enabled us to put in place the foundations for growth: two universities, major road upgrades, the UK’s fastest growing regional airport, start-up space with streamlined support for local businesses, digital connections that make Cornwall more technology ready than Greater Manchester. These foundations have helped our economy to diversify into new sectors, our people to develop higher skills, and our local wages to increase.

However, the improvements to people’s lives have not been fast or far-reaching enough. 44% of households in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are “just about managing” with total earnings below £20,000. Exeter University research into why Cornwall voted to leave the European Union identifies deep personal insecurity, with people concerned about their ability to earn a decent living, and to access the public services they need.

People have put their faith in national and local government, rather than distant European institutions, to deliver an economy that truly works for everyone. The shape of new British approaches to regional funding, migration policy, regulations, agriculture and fisheries once we have left the European Union will be critical to our future resilience.

With University of Birmingham research showing that many regions outside of London are more exposed to the possible negative impacts of Brexit2, we want to work in partnership with Government to meet its pledge to deliver an economy that works for everyone, including everyone in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. As such, New Frontiers is not solely focussed on devolution. It sets out a mix of policy, fiscal and sector based propositions that collectively provide the enabling tools and levers for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to flourish beyond Brexit.

2 https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/business/research/research-projects/economic-impacts-of-brexit-on-the-uk.aspx
Our proposition

New Frontiers is not a strategy. It is a proposition to support the delivery of specific elements of our local economic, environmental and social strategies, and to unleash the full potential of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to contribute to the national vision and challenges within the Industrial Strategy and 25 year Environment Plan.

New Frontiers is structured around three sections setting out the policy, fiscal and sector levers that are needed to increase our environmental, economic and social resilience, through:

- **post-Brexit frameworks** for regional economic development funding, workforce migration, regulations, agriculture and fisheries that are designed to support all sectors of our economy, our environment and our society, and enable Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to flourish beyond Brexit.

- **developing our distinctive strengths** as a rural Industrial Strategy pilot in clean growth, space and satellites, creative and digital technologies, as a wave two Local Industrial Strategy pilot capable of trailblazing the vision set out in the 25 year Environment Plan.

- **devolved powers and funding** that enable us to improve health outcomes for the most rapidly aging society in the UK, provide more affordable homes for local people, and secure fiscal freedoms and fair funding to support essential local services.

Each section contains a series of propositions which articulate a strong local ‘offer’, alongside our ‘ask’ of national government, to unlock clearly defined ‘benefits. This match between an ‘offer’ and an ‘ask’ is at the core of New Frontiers: this is a proposed partnership with Government that has contingent responsibilities on all sides. New Frontiers has the support of all local partners as our collective proposition to Government.

The propositions in New Frontiers demonstrate the breadth, complexity and ambition of partners working together for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Our region is ambitious in high tech, knowledge based sector; home to world class clusters in areas such as creative industries; leading thinking on post-Brexit regulatory frameworks and funding; championing new ideas to unlock housing development; and constantly developing and refining our traditional strengths in top quality agri-food, drink and hospitality.

This willingness to innovate, surprise and redefine is at the core of our offer to Government. The UK cannot afford to stand still in a post Brexit world. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is committed to leading the way and demonstrating how rural regions can thrive beyond Brexit – with the devolved powers, funding and sector deals to deliver both on our local strategic intent, and on national industrial and environmental strategies. Coupled with our commitment to continue to develop and enhance our ‘double devolution’ programme to town and parish councils and community groups, we will continue to strive to ensure that services are delivered at the most appropriate level, building on the innate capacity and resourceful of our communities.
The central theme of New Frontiers is resilience: a series of interlinked propositions which collectively will create the environmental, economic and social resilience for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to flourish in the post Brexit world.
We look forward to a maturing partnership with Government which provides the tools for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to contribute fully to the national economy through sustainable, inclusive growth that delivers the very best outcomes for everyone living in our region.
# POST-BREXIT FRAMEWORKS - SUMMARY

## Essentials for an economy that works for everyone in C&IoS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Our ask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic Growth to 2030</td>
<td>New efficient and effective whole place approach to delivery of funding.</td>
<td>A single pot approach to all replacement European funding, with a programme design focused on local accountability (within a national framework) that builds on our current Intermediate Body status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agri-Food and Fisheries</td>
<td>Secure the future growth of one of the largest sectors in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.</td>
<td>Economic development funding for rural and coastal areas to form part of the ‘single pot’ approach outlined above; transitional phase from the current CAP Pillar 1 payment system; explore the potential for regional devolution of technical fisheries conservation measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment and Skills</td>
<td>Build better careers in an inclusive and prosperous way.</td>
<td>Pilot the early use of UK growth programme funding of £2m for early year’s education. Work with the Government to use the Skills Advisory Panel evidence base to influence local skills opportunities in priority sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration and Inclusive Workforce Growth</td>
<td>Design and deliver a post-Brexit UK immigration policy that works for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.</td>
<td>Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is directly involved in ongoing Government discussions regarding the design and delivery of post-Brexit UK immigration policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulations</td>
<td>Devolving powers and flexibility over some regulatory areas after Brexit.</td>
<td>Devolve regulatory powers in areas such as animal health and trading standards to Cornwall Council.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our offer

Approach to delivery based on inclusive growth as well as driving competitiveness; increased private sector involvement and match funding by 2030; alignment with local investment programmes and strategies.

Reduce the reliance of businesses on funds currently derived from CAP/CFP payments; improve the management and use of natural resources to enhance the sector’s economic and environmental performance.

Support the Skills Advisory Panel by creating and maintaining a skills analyst network; continue to match-fund the Enterprise Coordinator Network; be the Work and Health Unit’s Innovation Fund delivery partner to deliver business engagement tools.

Ensure that the implementation of the policy will work for all parts of the UK.

Assistance in piloting and evaluating potential future regulatory changes; improve compliance and business competitiveness through the development of a more joined-up regulatory framework.

Outcomes and outputs

Outcomes

- Thriving places
- Reduced health inequality
- Responsive and sustainable public services
- Increased prosperity
- Fairer funding

Oxford Economics report, building on analysis by Ernst and Young, estimates that greater devolution and fiscal autonomy could enable Cornwall to increase its net fiscal contribution by £100-200m over five years.

A 2 year PwC study on the returns of local investment in economic growth suggests that each £1 of a single pot pilot could add £4.50 GVA, confirmed by 2012 BEIS guidance on the Regional Growth Fund.

Outputs

This is essential to maintain and accelerate our ambition to deliver our local plan.

Major contributor towards strategic economic plan targets to deliver at least 38,000 new jobs, 52,500 new homes and 704,000 sqm of employment space.

The housing and natural resources components alone would deliver over 15,000 new homes, 35,000 jobs across the UK and add an estimated £780m to the national economy.
DEVOLVING OUR DISTINCTIVE STRENGTHS - SUMMARY

Essentials for an economy that works for everyone in C&IoS

Our ask

Spaceport
Establishing the UK's first Spaceport in Cornwall.

Approve Spaceport Cornwall’s bid to have a Spaceport, provide the airspace to operate systems, facilitate operational licence and make available UKSA funding to develop a commercial spaceport and first stage infrastructure in Cornwall.

Creative industries and Digital technologies
Harness and export our distinctive capabilities to drive innovation and creativity.

Create a Global Creative Industries Observatory in Cornwall; support the establishment of a HE-based Data Hub; facilitate investment into our ‘Fibre Park’; pilot rural deployment of 5G technology and 100% coverage of superfast broadband.

Clean Growth and Environmental Management
Realising the distinct opportunities of our unique geography.

Establish an Energy Innovation Zone covering Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly; develop an Energy Futures Observatory to lead on clean energy research; enable a research and development programme alongside commercial extraction of Cornwall’s lithium resource.

Relocation of public bodies
To Cornwall’s rural economy as part of IS place based growth agenda.

Relocate Government agencies and functions, including new public bodies that will need to be established as a result of Brexit, to Cornwall.
Our offer

The Cornwall Spaceport project has the potential to cumulatively realise over £100m of additional economic activity and create more highly-skilled job opportunities in Cornwall, which would provide a significant boost to the local economy. 1,000s of new jobs would be created nationally in suborbital human spaceflight, satellite launch, regional tourism and microgravity research by 2028.

Create a data network (Data Hub) aligned to meet Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s strategic priorities; establish an Augmented and Virtual Reality ‘Lab’; create over 1,200 new jobs and £18m p.a. revenue to HM Treasury through the ‘Fibre Park.’

Already secured £115m private sector investment in innovative low carbon projects in Cornwall over the next four years; address the Industrial Strategy grand challenge of clean growth; secure supply of lithium for electric car batteries.

Provide appropriate sites in areas such as Launceston and Truro which benefit from excellent broadband connectivity and mainline trains. Help public bodies to rural-proof policies.

Outcomes and outputs

Outcomes

- Thriving places
- Reduced health inequality
- Responsive and sustainable public services
- Increased prosperity
- Fairer funding

Oxford Economics report, building on analysis by Ernst and Young, estimates that greater devolution and fiscal autonomy could enable Cornwall to increase its net fiscal contribution by £100-200m over five years.

A 2 year PwC study on the returns of local investment in economic growth suggests that each £1 of a single pot pilot could add £4.50 GVA, confirmed by 2012 BEIS guidance on the Regional Growth Fund.

Outputs

This is essential to maintain and accelerate our ambition to deliver our local plan. Major contributor towards strategic economic plan targets to deliver at least 38,000 new jobs, 52,500 new homes and 704,000 sqm of employment space.

The housing and natural resources components alone would deliver over 15,000 new homes, 35,000 jobs across the UK and add an estimated £780m to the national economy.
## DEVOLVED POWERS AND FUNDING - SUMMARY

**Essentials for an economy that works for everyone in C&IoS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our ask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A revolving devolved investment fund of £60m to unlock stalled sites and forward fund infrastructure; revise compulsory purchase legislation to enable the acquisition of allocated land at small multiple of agricultural values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support the roll-in of Government grants as part of Cornwall Council’s 100% business rates retention pilot; use Cornwall to pilot tapered introduction of VAT registration to scale up SMEs; create a Better Roads Fund for Cornwall from existing fuel duty; work with the Government to close exemptions that allow second home owners not to pay council tax or business rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection of Invest to Save and capital funding to drive radical upgrade in prevention and deliver a transformed community model of care / coordinated budgets across health, social care and public health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government to provide a one-off capital transformation grant, ring-fenced for emergency services collaboration projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Housing delivery &amp; infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A devolved investment programme; shaping the planning framework.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Freedoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local powers and finances that support economic growth and provide a model for thriving rural economies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health and social care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person-centred technology enabled, coordinated health and social care with joined-up commissioning arrangements working to an agreed outcomes framework.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue Light Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building on existing collaboration between Blue Light Emergency Services in Cornwall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our offer

Potential local investment of almost £1bn, alongside a commitment to uplift housing delivery from Local Plan targets; work closely with the Government to deliver new garden village settlements.

Continue to help shape the national scheme for 100% business rates retention; split funds generated from the VAT pilot between HMRC and Cornwall; generate £7.5m p.a. to maintain Cornwall’s roads; ensure that second home owners pay their fair share of council tax and/or business rates.

Build on our investment in telecare and robotics with university partners; develop scalable models for technology-enabled care for wider rollout; improve the financial performance of our system.

Cornwall will become a testbed of innovation for emergency service provision.

Outcomes and outputs

Outcomes

• Thriving places
• Reduced health inequality
• Responsive and sustainable public services
• Increased prosperity
• Fairer funding

Oxford Economics report, building on analysis by Ernst and Young, estimates that greater devolution and fiscal autonomy could enable Cornwall to increase its net fiscal contribution by £100-200m over five years.

A 2 year PwC study on the returns of local investment in economic growth suggests that each £1 of a single pot pilot could add £4.50 GVA, confirmed by 2012 BEIS guidance on the Regional Growth Fund.

Outputs

This is essential to maintain and accelerate our ambition to deliver our local plan.

Major contributor towards strategic economic plan targets to deliver at least 38,000 new jobs, 52,500 new homes and 704,000 sqm of employment space.

The housing and natural resources components alone would deliver over 15,000 new homes, 35,000 jobs across the UK and add an estimated £780m to the national economy.
New Frontiers should be seen as a stepping stone to a wider debate on the role of regions in the post Brexit UK; a Brexit seen through the prism of a straight transfer of powers from the European Union to Government will be a missed opportunity, one that may not come around again for another generation.
NEW FRONTIERS
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Brexit is a catalyst for change, giving fresh impetus to our drive for green and inclusive growth.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is an economy in transition. Two decades of European support have enabled us to put in place the foundations for growth: two universities, major road upgrades, the UK’s fastest growing regional airport, start-up space with streamlined support for local businesses, and digital connections that make Cornwall more technology ready than Greater Manchester. This investment has helped our economy to become more productive, our people to develop higher skills, and our local wages to increase.

However, the improvements to people’s lives have not been fast or far-reaching enough. 44% of households in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are “just about managing” with total earnings below £20,000. Exeter University research into why Cornwall voted to leave the European Union identifies deep personal insecurity, with people concerned about their ability to earn a decent living, and to access the public services they need.

People have put their faith in national and local government, rather than distant European institutions, to deliver an economy that truly works for everyone. With University of Birmingham research showing that many regions outside of London are more exposed to the possible negative impacts of Brexit, we want to work with Government to put in place the post-Brexit frameworks that will enable Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to flourish. The approach which national Government takes to future funding, skills development, migration policy, regulations, agriculture and fisheries once we have left the European Union will be critical to our future resilience.

3 https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/business/research/research-projects/economic-impacts-of-brexit-on-the-uk.aspx
Context
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s economic journey and trajectory are articulated in Vision 2030, our Strategic Economic Plan. We face a fantastic opportunity to be at the forefront of a new economy, one that prospers in a unique creative, entrepreneurial and productive landscape. The connection of business, people and place is at the heart of our strategy.

Cornwall Council and the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP play a pivotal role in local economic leadership - as well as securing and delivering economic development funding for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Whilst significant progress has been made regarding our relative economic performance, we still lag behind the rest of the UK and much of Europe. Historic economic underperformance below the UK average dictates a need to ensure that productivity occupies our future approach as much as possible: we need to become a high productivity/high employment economy. Poor productivity and consequent low wages make it hard for businesses, and the region, to compete nationally and internationally. In 2016, GVA per head equalled 64.8% of UK average, the third year of an increase within the context of a significantly growing population. Add to this our dispersed rural settlement pattern (60% of the population live in settlements of less than 3,000), average annual earnings significantly below the UK average (77.4%) and lower than average number of residents with NVQ4+ and above - the future challenges are clear.

Cornwall Council estimates that two-thirds of our exports go to the EU: maintaining and growing these markets will remain important. Maritime, tourism, agri-food and logistic sectors (for example) will continue to have a strong trading relationship with other European regions. At the same time, a UK outside the EU can enable Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to expand relevant markets elsewhere in the globe.

While nominal/relative GDP for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (in comparison with the EU average has relatively declined since 2003 (market value) the purchasing power per inhabitant has increased, as has the total value of the economy to over £11bn per annum: an annualised growth rate of 1.8%. Here, annual average growth rates for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have been impressive because of access to markets. Further devolution and economic innovation exploiting our unique assets can continue to add value.
The challenge for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is attracting evolving investment that can sustain this success. Despite progress made to date, it is becoming clear that if the UK had remained in the EU and the EU’s Cohesion Policy retains its objective of economic cohesion, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly would have expected to continue to receive funding as a ‘Less Developed Region’ in the 2021 to 2028 programme period. The estimated budget for this would have been in the region of £500m of investment.

We are not strangers to our historic economic challenges and we’ve committed to focus on our opportunities. There were 33,000 more jobs in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly in 2014 than 2004. In 2014 over 105,000 working age adults held degree level qualifications, 43,000 more than 2004. Cornwall has a dynamic and thriving business community. Most of our businesses are SMEs with nearly 90% of them employing less than 9 staff. That means there is a lot of innovation, creativity and enterprising potential harnessed within our region.

The support that EU programmes and government investments such as RGF, Growth Deal, Coastal Communities etc have given to Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly in the last decades is a firm foundation to build upon and lessons learned can inform a successful UK wide succession programme.

Most of our businesses are SMEs with nearly 90% of them employing less than 9 staff
Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

Current European and UK Government economic growth programmes are siloed into programmes/funds/activity designed to produce outputs (e.g. number of business supported) rather than outcomes (e.g. productivity improvements in the supported business and progression for individuals), and historically it has been difficult to align separate programmes/funds at place or business level (e.g. a linked capital investment and associated skills provision). In order to maximise the collective impact of the support and to reduce delivery costs we believe a different approach is required.

Fund structure, eligibility and overly complex reporting mechanisms do not allow for a whole system or investment by investment approach. In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, this has resulted in an often disjointed approach, with projects that have been recognised as highly successful in meeting intended outputs remaining disconnected from the people that live and work in the vicinity, creating a perception that the impact has not reached those who need it most.

The complex process of reporting and audit often stifles innovation and ultimately distorts implementation, resulting in sub optimal, inefficient and ineffective delivery.

In a post-Brexit UK, the availability of economic development investment to act as a long-term economic catalyst is vital in securing the future growth of one of the UK’s poorest regions at a time when it is critical to maintain investment and business confidence.

Our Ask

To avoid stalling or reversing our growth trajectory and preserve investment confidence, we are seeking to continue our planned investment programme according to four key principles:

1. A single pot programme from 2031-2030 comparable with other EU Less Developed regions as the most efficient and effective way to achieve an integrated approach to economic development and growth.

2. A multi-annual (10 year) programme design focused on local accountability (within a locally agreed framework) that builds on our current Intermediate Body status as this will ensure that it is better targeted, more easily accessed by local beneficiaries and is owned and recognised by stakeholders and partners.

Robust sanctions to drive good delivery against a structured but simplified audit regime will ensure compliance without overburdening.

3. Measurements of success to be linked to the quality of outcomes achieved in order to ensure a whole system approach to sustainable and inclusive economic growth.

4. Adopt an inclusive growth approach to the delivery of the UK SPF and other UK economic development funding as this will help to rebalance the economy and deliver shared prosperity.

The complex process of reporting and audit often stifles innovation and ultimately distorts implementation...
Our Offer

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have been involved in the administration of Government, European Structural, rural development and fisheries funds for over 20 years. We are already operating Intermediate Body status for ERDF and ESF, which provides more local discretion over the allocation of structural funds than many other parts of the UK. In addition, via our arm’s length economic delivery company (the Cornwall Development Company) Cornwall Council also acts as the “accountable body” for EAFRD and EMFF funds.

Over the last 20 years we have learned lessons on what works well, what does not work well, and how funding can best be managed at programme level and administered at project level to deliver better outcomes for local people and business. Well structured, targeted and locally controlled and informed regional economic development programmes can act as a catalyst for growth, and the transitional arrangements for post-EU funding need to be cognisant of lessons learned and build value onto existing investments.

We will use all the levers available to us to further increase our contribution to UK economic productivity. We aim to reduce the amount of economic development funding we receive from UK PLC over time, eventually becoming a net contributor through increasing the number of high growth and innovative businesses, improving the productivity of our business base, increasing skills levels, encouraging economic inclusion and reducing deprivation.

We will support:

- The strategic delivery of investment according to two clear agendas – Competitive Cornwall and Isles of Scilly and Prosperous Cornwall and Isles of Scilly.

- An ‘inclusive growth’ approach to the delivery of the UK SPF and other economic development programmes as this will help to rebalance the economy and deliver shared prosperity across our region. We now have an opportunity to capitalise on the legacy of previous investments to become a thriving sustainable economy that not only delivers sustainable inclusive growth but that also contributes to the economic position of UK PLC and the reduction of welfare need.

- Private sector involvement in driving and delivering the programme to increase private sector match which will exceed HMG investment by 2030.

- The investment of legacy receipts and repaid loans as match funding to continue delivery of our ambitions for proposed financial instruments.

- Match fund capacity and expertise required to run the programme and act as the accountable body.

- Development of a Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly community development programme by investing in programme delivery and providing a cash flow facility to speed up investment.

- Development of an integrated growth and environmental skills and work hub to drive effective and agile private sector engagement and support.

- Alignment of a Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly investment programme with our local strategies, policies and funding including our Strategic Economic Plan, Environmental Growth Strategy, growth deal, Enterprise Zones, public and private sector match funding and skills, housing investment, employment and inclusion activity.

- Piloting approaches to SPF before launch in 2021/22 as an early test bed for fully integrated, locally delivered mechanisms and systems.
Benefits

Cornwall’s 2030 Local Plan ambition is to create at least 38,000 new jobs, 52,500 new homes and 704,000 sqm of employment space. This proposal represents a key piece of the jigsaw in achieving that ambition. Our Vision 2030 and Local Plan targets were set in the context of delivering the current EU programmes unchanged until 2023 and the likelihood of a further EU investment programme (now understood to be likely to be a Less Developed Region programme) until 2030.

Over recent years, our GVA has begun to converge with the rest of the UK and productivity levels and average earnings have also increased. We now have an opportunity to capitalise on the legacy of previous investments to become a thriving self-sustaining economy.

Peripheral, coastal and rural economies such as Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly can make a significant contribution towards the UK economy, through an increased focus on digital connectivity and high value sectors, but the extent to which this is achieved as part of a wider re-balancing of the economy will depend on how future funds are structured around the needs of local people and economies. The Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP has just published its “10 Opportunities” document5 which is its pre-cursor for a local industrial strategy and once finalised we would use this document to direct future economic development activity.

5 https://www.cioslep.com/strategy/10-opportunities
NEW FRONTIERS

AGRI-FOOD AND FISHERIES
AGRI-FOOD AND FISHERIES

Context

In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly the agri-food and fisheries sector has a turnover in excess of £2 billion annually and is valued at over 6% of our GVA (equivalent figure for England is 3%). The sector employs over 20% of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s working age population compared to 15% in Great Britain. The sector also has a significant role to play in the environmental and natural capital value of our region through managing a range of ecosystem goods and services.

In financial terms the various strands of the Common Agricultural Policy (Basic Payment Scheme, Agri-environment Schemes, LEADER, EAFRD Countryside Productivity and the EAFRD Growth Programme) are worth in the region of £100 million per annum to Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, so the decision to leave the EU and the transition from the current CAP regime to a British Agricultural Policy is of critical importance.

Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

In a post-Brexit UK, the availability of financial support to act as a long-term economic catalyst is uncertain as details on any future Domestic Agricultural Policy are yet to emerge. However, the likely reduced levels of, or re-focussing of, the current Pillar 1 type CAP payments and Pillar 2 Rural Development Funds deliver a double challenge to the agri-food sector. The impact of these challenges will be felt across the direct supply chain and the wider economy of rural areas.

Finding ways to secure improvements in productivity and the future growth of one of the largest sectors in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is crucial to our overall Strategic Economic Plan (Vision 2030). Whilst the agri-food sector has grown considerably since 2000, further work is required to improve competitiveness, build efficiencies, address productivity issues and increase innovation to create growth across the whole of the supply chain.

Similarly, details of a new domestic Fisheries Policy are not yet available. However, it is clear that for the fishing industry, support from the EU Marine and Fisheries Fund has been an important source of investment for fishing vessels of all sizes, as well as in shore-based businesses. It has also been fundamental to the provision of essential port-based infrastructure. Identifying future sources of investment to continue to modernise port facilities and enable businesses to adapt to post-Brexit market opportunities will be an important component of the future success of the fishing industry.
Our Ask

We are seeking to build on our existing investment programme with future activity designed according to the following key principles:

1. The UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UK SPF) (or successor funding to the EU Rural Development and Fisheries Programmes) should take the form, at local level, of a streamlined single pot investment programme up to 2030 combining economic development funding for rural and coastal areas (including funding that is currently being delivered through programmes such as Countryside Stewardship, LEADER, EAFRD Growth and Countryside Productivity Programme’s and EMFF) with other growth, infrastructure and skills funding schemes. Alternatively if the UK SPF is not going to support this activity, DEFRA need to consider a rural development programme as part of their future agricultural policy objectives.

2. Economic development funding for rural and coastal areas should be allocated to ‘place level’ and form part of the ‘single pot’ approach suggested above. At the very least, the financial support for the agri-food and fisheries sector should be aligned with UK SPF activity via an Agri-Food and Fisheries Sector Deal for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly under the auspices of our local Industrial Strategy.

3. Adopt an ‘inclusive growth’ approach to the delivery of the UK SPF as this will help to rebalance the economy and deliver shared prosperity. We now have an opportunity to capitalise on the legacy of previous investments to become a thriving self-sustaining economy that not only delivers sustainable inclusive growth, but also contributes to the economic position of UK PLC.

4. The current Pillar 1 CAP payment system requires reform, and a transitional phase from the current system (5 years from 2020) will be required to lessen the negative impact on the agricultural sector. The replacement system needs to ensure that the environmental benefits derived from the current regime are not lost and that the income stabilisation role is also maintained in some way.

5. A programme design focused on local accountability (within a national framework) that builds on our current Intermediate Body/accountable body status will ensure that the programme is easy to access by beneficiaries, owned and recognised by stakeholders and partners; and easily accountable to and monitored by Government.

6. Delivery according to measurements of success, that are linked to the quality of outcomes achieved rather than outputs delivered, will ensure that a whole system approach to economic growth can effectively tackle areas of underperformance and optimise the productive capacity of regions.

7. The Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly fishing industry and environmental stakeholders should be involved in any negotiations and policy development affecting access to fisheries resources in the 6-12 nautical mile and the 12-200 nautical mile zones, and access to quota allocation based on the distribution of stocks within UK waters.

8. The Government should take our high percentage of fish and shellfish catch exports fully into account when designing the UK fisheries policy and negotiating future trade deals.

9. Explore the potential for regional devolution of technical fisheries conservation measures. This could improve sustainability, increase profitability and promote stronger co-management of stocks, through a more responsive and proactive management regime.
Our Offer

The decision to leave the EU provides Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, and the UK as a whole, the opportunity to create a more joined-up approach to the design and delivery of economic development programmes. As a rural and coastal region, the ability to join up activity supported by the UK SPF with any activity supported by any future Rural Development and Fisheries programmes is vital; as it will help us to develop a competitive and sustainable agri-food and fisheries sector after Brexit that works in harmony with the environment.

This approach will generate improvements by:

- Encouraging profitable, resilient, competitive and dynamic businesses through investing in improvements in their performance and encouraging supply chain efficiencies that will reduce the reliance of these businesses on the funds currently derived from CAP/CFP payments;
- Enabling the agri-food and fisheries sector to become an employer of choice by investing in businesses and individuals to maximise their potential and reduce the reliance of the sector on migrant labour;
- Creating value out of knowledge to facilitate the increased use of RD&I to understand the barriers to growth and identify the knowledge required to address them in the indigenous business base, as well as driving export trade in this globally important sector;
- Utilising the natural environment responsibly as a key economic asset by improving the management and use of natural resources in order to enhance the economic and environmental performance of the supply chain and the economic performance of rural and coastal areas.

Benefits

The agri-food and fisheries sector is one of the largest sectors in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. To meet Cornwall’s 2030 Local Plan ambition for new jobs and growth, the role of this sector in helping us achieve our ambitions will be of paramount importance. The Isles of Scilly have equally challenging targets to meet.

Through a greater focus on productivity and fostering a more joined-up and place-based approach to the delivery of future rural development, coastal and fisheries funding programmes, alongside or as part of the UK SPF, this sector can adapt and flourish in the post-Brexit world.

We have an opportunity to create a more joined-up approach to the design and delivery of economic development programmes.
NEW FRONTIERS

EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS
EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS

Context
To deliver our economic growth aspirations, we must ensure the right environment for our people, businesses and places to build better careers in an inclusive and prosperous way. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has set a clear vision in regard to these aspirations: we will have a ‘healthy, skilled and productive workforce with access to rewarding jobs, career progression and opportunities for all’ in a ‘place where every household both contributes to and benefits from our growing economy’.

Underpinning the delivery of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP’s Vision 2030 is a strong strategic and leadership approach. The LEP Employment and Skills Board (ESB), supported by a dedicated People and Prosperity Team, will deliver and coordinate the Employment and Skills Strategy 2016-2030. This approach is key to ensuring the right levels of skills and employment opportunities for individuals and businesses in an inclusive way.

Unlocking Barriers
The Rationale for Change
Our economy is developing and changing and we are developing new systems and technologies that have the potential to change the way we work, live and do business. As a result Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will identify, design and deliver a range of education, training and employment opportunities that will allow a positive contribution from and provide benefits for individuals, whilst making these opportunities both attractive and viable to local education providers and businesses.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has been selected by the Department of Education (DfE) to help frame the Skills Advisory Panel Framework and analytical methodology; this will allow the ESB to fully understand skills demand and supply, the local employment and skills landscape and barriers and blockages in the local market.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly must also increase the capability and capacity across our leadership and business communities, and translate approaches to funders into a comprehensive and inclusive skills delivery programme. This will allow Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to provide mainstream and bespoke skills opportunities which meet the aspirations of young people, people furthest away from the labour market, training providers and developing sectors and business.

5a Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Employment and Skills Strategy
Our ask

We are seeking Government support and flexibility to provide skills and employment opportunities, which will truly enable our people and economy to thrive:

1. The Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly ESB, using the robust approach and evidence base which will be generated by the work of the Skills Advisory Panel (SAP) seek:
   a. Training and capacity building to locally manage and update the evidence base generated by the SAP
   b. Use of the SAP evidence base to influence and programme local skills opportunities in priority sectors and generic cross sector skills e.g. determining local T-Levels and apprenticeships outside of the national framework
   c. A delegated fund that will pump prime opportunities for skills providers to procure training, assets and design courses that deliver priority and cross cutting sector skills that are not delivered through mainstream funding, for example on a consortium basis.

2. The Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP is supportive of a South West bid to deliver an Institute of Technology. This bid is based on a lead provider in the South West, utilising a number of anchor sites (providers) and delivery partners. To ensure a local focus our ask is to have fuller access to a range of sites and providers across the South West to provide skills opportunities which underpin a number of sectors outlined in the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP’s ‘10 Opportunities’ campaign and links with national and local Industrial Strategy developments.

3. Following an identification of a gap not eligible for European Social Fund (ESF) support, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly seeks the opportunity to pilot the early use of UK growth programme funding of £2m for early year’s education. The identification at an earlier age, of children who may become NEET in later years, is crucial to developing programmes and interventions which engage children throughout their education and make a successful transition from compulsory education to further education or to the workplace. The funding will be strongly aligned to our successful approach to the Troubled Families’ agenda and the positive outcomes already being delivered.

Our offer

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly hold Intermediate Body status for the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and ESF; one of ten in the UK. This allows for more local discretion over the allocation of funds than most other parts of the UK. Utilising a strategic approach to the allocation of ERDF funds targeting capacity building for businesses together with ESF funds to support individual participants provides a solid foundation for both the growth and skills agenda together with future funding approaches for example SPF and the Work and Health Unit Innovation Fund. To support our programme and commissioning approach we will:

1. Investigate opportunities to become a lead provider, working in collaboration with delivery partners, to deliver our strategic programme approach and providing the 20% match funding required. A strategic programme development approach to the delivery of remaining ESF. This would allow added value to the delivery of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly programme as the only Less Developed Region in England; addressing local priorities, allowing for greater innovation and creativity and with stronger strategic influence over activity.
2 Be the delivery partner for the Work and Health Unit’s Innovation Fund to deliver business engagement tools, a communications and social media campaign and support to business. The project will provide the opportunity to link businesses with people who are furthest from the labour market, develop innovative approaches to business engagement, especially hard to reach SMEs, and to change behaviours and build confidence. Our aim is to test and trial how established and new networks, led by business, could effectively create a market to recruit and retain disabled people and people with long term conditions.

3 Maintain and extend the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP and Cornwall Council funding for our dedicated People and Prosperity Team which will underpin, manage and monitor the delivery of the devolution and employment and skills agenda.

4 Continue to Match Fund the Enterprise Coordinator Network, funded by the Careers and Enterprise Company, delivering robust Careers Advice across our network of schools and employers.

5 Continue to fund our Careers Offer through a Service Level Agreement with Education and Early Years, providing a range of benefits such as post 16 education, employment and training, STEM/STEAM Strategy and the SEND Employability Strategy.

6 Support the SAP by creating and maintaining a skills analyst network, reporting findings and skills proposals for decision to the Employment and Skills Board; ensuring that we are linking skills and training to our sector approach.

7 We will source match funding opportunities for ESF, strongly aligned to the delivery of the Employment and Skills Strategy.

8 We will provide support to the consortium of organisations to deliver a South West Institute of Technology and align our emerging Investment Programme to support the provision of activity in Cornwall where this is appropriate. We will host and deliver the Innovation Fund Project, embedding the project and staff within the People and Prosperity Team.

Benefits

1 The benefits of a strategic programme development approach include:
- securing better value for money
- ensuring that ESF adds more value to the delivery of local programmes,
- delivering and addressing local priorities,
- allowing for greater innovation and creativity,
- stronger strategic influence and integration over activity as the specification would deliver cross cutting activities and reduce duplication across programmes with positive alignment as already agreed by the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Integrated Territorial Investment – agreed as part of the Cornwall Deal.
- promotes greater coherence,
- co-ordination and targeting of provision.

2 Reduction in the number of NEETs.

3 Fewer people in receipt of Employment Support Allowance.

4 More people retained or entering the labour market with a long term health issue or disability.

5 Increased local job creation and progression.

6 Increase in higher level skills and apprenticeships.
NEW FRONTIERS

MIGRATION AND INCLUSIVE WORKFORCE GROWTH
Context

Limits to the numbers of European Economic Area (EEA) nationals allowed to work and study in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are seen by businesses and public service bodies as one of the greatest risks of Brexit for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s society and economy, particularly for key sectors such as tourism, agriculture, horticulture, higher education, health, care services and construction.

A post-Brexit UK immigration policy that works for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will help us to attract talented overseas students and overseas workers with the skills that our economy needs, accommodating both permanent and seasonal working patterns.

Cornwall currently has around a 3% unemployment rate, while at the same time has a higher than the UK average number of those economically inactive with long term health issues who would like to work. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will help to create flexible responsive workplaces to enable more people to work, working with employers to address their needs while gaining the health and well being benefits for those in ‘good’ work, and establishing Inclusive Growth.

A post-Brexit UK immigration policy that works for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will help us to attract talented overseas students and overseas workers with the skills that our economy needs.
Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

The free movement of people between the UK and the EU is scheduled to end in March 2019. It is essential that the impacts of ending free-movement of labour are understood from the varying and specific needs and perspectives of the devolved nations and English regions, including more rural regions such as Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

Localis has identified Cornwall as one of the areas of England that will be left most exposed by a post-Brexit labour shortage. Research recently commissioned by Cornwall Council and the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP on the economic and social impacts of EEA workers on Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly not only supported our Catalyst for Change findings on key sectors that will be significantly affected by restrictions on future migration from the EU to the UK, but also highlighted that rural and peripheral areas of the UK are likely to find it challenging to attract migrant workers after Brexit if they are required to compete against urban areas for a restricted number of migrant workers allowed to enter the UK.

Early research has shown that employer anxiety over the employment of older and disabled workers prevents many from gaining the opportunity to contribute to the economy. Employers are missing out on a wide skills and knowledge pool. A lack of flexibility and understanding is often a barrier to committed workers being given the chance to remain in work or to gain access meaningful work, if they develop long term conditions. Employers’ concerns reflect a lack of awareness of new ways of working, an understanding of the legislation and knowledge of the support services available.

Our ask

To be directly involved in ongoing Government discussions regarding the design and delivery of post-Brexit UK immigration policy. Regional variation in migrant workforce requirements and skill levels cannot be fully accommodated under a single, centralised policy. To see investment in 'good' work, to maximise productivity and the health and well being of the Cornish workforce. To invest in innovative, responsive support models that address both employer and employee needs to employment.

Our Offer

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is building an emerging evidence base on the potential impacts of future UK immigration policy on peripheral, rural and coastal areas. We are developing a greater understanding of which sectors in these areas are likely to be the hardest and most immediately affected by restrictions on future migration from the EU to the UK. The involvement of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly in the design of post-Brexit UK immigration policy would help the Government to ensure that the implementation of the policy will work for all parts of the UK.

Cornwall is working with the Department for Work and Pensions as a location for piloting new approaches to support employers take on older and disabled workers and those with long term chronic health conditions. Cornwall will offer expertise and a ‘test-bed’ to create evidence based solutions to increase access to work for those currently struggling to (re-)enter the workplace and help retain those in work, while also improving productivity and workforce retention.

---


Benefits

A UK immigration policy that is sufficiently flexible to cater for the specific workforce requirements of all parts of the UK would enable Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to continue to re-balance and grow its economy. The Government must recognise the distinct, sector-specific needs of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and other regions within the UK that cannot be met through a UK-wide approach.

Improving access to work for older workers and those with disabilities or health conditions is a major challenge for all economies as we see workforces age, and individuals seek to work for longer. Employers are struggling to recruit and yet are uncertain how to engage with this talent pool. By breaking down these barriers, companies can recruit and grow, more people gain the health and wellbeing benefits good work can provide and there is less demand on the NHS and benefits resources. Solutions developed in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly can be applied throughout the UK and beyond.
NEW FRONTIERS

REGULATIONS (POST-BREXIT)
REGULATIONS (POST-BREXIT)

Context

Cornwall Council provides expert business support capability and capacity as a unitary authority with a high level of contacts with local businesses, including over 4000 food inspections a year. We have already developed a successful Business Regulatory Support Hub with the support of the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP, are a champion of “Better Business for All” (BBfA) and lead in developing business support packages to help businesses save time and money.

The proposals in this chapter apply to Cornwall only and do not cover the Isles of Scilly.

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Regulation should be simple. The over-layering of regulatory responsibilities between agencies is unnecessarily complex, inefficient, and is not suitable for enabling businesses to achieve regulatory compliance quickly. This costs businesses both time and money. Brexit is an opportunity to review, simplify and roll back responsibility to a local level.

For example “approved premises” that present higher food safety risks are mostly inspected by Cornwall Council’s environmental health officers, yet meat cutting and game handling plants in Cornwall are inspected by the Food Standards Agency (FSA). Similarly businesses seeking to export food may require permission to do so from different agencies depending upon the type of food product.

Businesses that comply with regulations should have regulatory burdens eased. Additional flexibilities would be required to enable Cornwall Council’s officers to grant local food businesses “earned recognition” when there is assurance of compliance. Currently local flexibility is restricted by a national, “hard-wired” risk assessment scheme.

Community protection can be enhanced and resources applied more efficiently through the greater empowerment of town and parish councils and through greater availability of more cost-effective sanctions for breaches (eg fixed penalty notices).
Our Ask

Regulatory powers and derogations over areas such as Animal Health, Environmental Health, Licensing, Port Health and Trading Standards should, as the default principle, be devolved to Cornwall Council.

Specific empowerment is sought to:

- Enable local flexibility over the FSA’s Codes of Practice to tailor intervention strategies for businesses, including by basing earned recognition on local accreditation schemes.
- Issue certificates to permit the export of all food products. Currently different agencies permit the export of different products.
- Redraw local enforcing responsibilities for health and safety with HSE to ensure the best use of collective resources to provide support to Cornwall’s businesses.
- Simplify regulation in farming (currently divided between numerous agencies) through the consolidation of statutory powers to the Council where possible.
- Devolve the power to make Public Space Protection Orders to appropriate local town and parish councils.
- Issue a single, “life time” licence to businesses for all licensable activities with local fee-setting powers and a single public record.

Our Offer

Cornwall Council’s close relationship with the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP, status as a champion of BBfA and leading role in developing business support innovation demonstrate that we are capable and ready to take on wider regulatory responsibilities.

The simplification of regulatory arrangements and the appointment of Cornwall Council as a local single point of contact for managing more regulatory arrangements would improve compliance, improve business competitiveness and potentially allow Cornwall Council to make changes to some regulations in order to boost local economic growth and enhance Cornwall’s contribution to UK PLC.

Cornwall Council offers assistance in piloting and evaluating proposed regulatory changes i.e. to act as a “test bed” to aid future central government policy decisions.

In short Cornwall Council is asking for “a seat at the table” as discussions about future regulation unfold.
Benefits

Businesses will benefit from a local, more joined-up regulatory framework, which will simplify regulations and save time and money. Improved business competitiveness and economic growth in Cornwall have the potential to attract more businesses to operate in Cornwall and create jobs. Communities in Cornwall will benefit from the devolution of regulatory powers/sanctions to Cornwall Council with the further devolvement of community protection powers to town and parish councils delivering whole system efficiencies. Cost-effective sanctions will also reduce burdens on the courts system. The Cabinet Office estimate potential average savings of 10% to regulators’ costs from earned recognition/regulated self-assurance.
Communities in Cornwall will benefit from the devolution of regulatory powers/sanctions to Cornwall Council with the further devolvement of community protection powers to town and parish councils delivering whole system efficiencies.
NEW FRONTIERS

An inclusive approach to an economy, environment and society that works for everyone in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
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Developing our distinctive strengths as a rural Industrial Strategy pilot

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is the perfect living laboratory to trial innovative responses to the five foundations of productivity and four grand challenges identified in the Government’s Industrial Strategy. We want to work with Government as a second wave Local Industrial Strategy pilot, demonstrating the contribution rural areas can make to national prosperity.

The key Industrial Strategy themes correspond well with our growth strategies (set out in Vision 2030, 10 Opportunities and our Environmental Growth Strategy) and our current and emerging sector deals around artificial intelligence, creative industries, space and industrial digitisation.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has a strong track record of collaboration through cross-sector partnerships where business, academia, civil society and government work together across conventional barriers. Research, Development and Innovation in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is starting to transform business models across many sectors, and this targeted support alongside the development of our natural capital presents huge opportunity to engage in future global developments around the Grand Challenge themes.

The Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership is leading the development of relevant economic clusters and delivering strongly against our existing devolution deal in an area where business start-up and scale up is critical to regional prosperity. Our propositions in the previous section for post-Brexit frameworks, including a devolved single programme replacing European funding, are key to our economic, social and environmental resilience. The propositions in this section for developing our unique and distinctive strengths as a rural Local Industrial Strategy pilot will unleash the real potential of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to:

Shape the future of mobility, offering potential for a secure supply of the lithium required for batteries in electric cars following the ban on new petrol and diesel cars from 2040, through a comprehensive public research and development programme alongside commercial extraction of Cornwall’s lithium resource. This is strategically significant at a UK level against a backdrop of increasing demand tripling the spot price of lithium in the last twelve months. Our proposed Space Science Hub will also contribute to the future of mobility, integrating space and terrestrial communications technologies to deliver ‘downstream’ applications. See ‘Spaceport’ page 7; ‘Clean Growth and Environmental Management’ page 19.
Grow the artificial intelligence and data driven economy by developing the first Spaceport in Europe to take advantage of our unique location and satellite connections; turbo-charging one of the UK’s fastest growing tech clusters with a pioneering Fibre Park in the centre of Cornwall; piloting rural deployment of 5G connectivity and 100% broadband coverage to end the ‘not spots’ in our remote and rural communities; and developing Cornwall as a priority area for the screen industries, alongside a range of projects capitalising on the strength of our creative industries. See ‘Spaceport’ pages 7 and ‘Creative Industries and Digital Technologies’ page 11.

Create an innovation testbed in health and care for an ageing society, building on our £8 million investment in e-health to pilot an innovative technology enabled model of care capable of evaluation and roll-out to other rural communities - using robotics, aids and adaptations, predictive analysis and a unique system-wide Intelligence System to provide real time situational analytics and digital testing of future service configuration options. See ‘Health and Social Care’ part four, page 19.

We are also a region that is proud of our commitment to Green Growth: we are renowned for our renewable energy generation and development of new technologies; we are piloting the first local energy market project in the UK, we are pioneering with the Smart Energy Island programme, and have committed over £100m through our European funding programme to low carbon projects. We can capitalise on this through:

Driving clean growth and environmental management, building on our distinctive strengths in marine and renewable energy through the creation of an Energy Innovation Zone trialling practical technical, policy and regulatory solutions to transform rural energy systems - complemented by an Energy Futures Observatory building on our world renowned academic research base and existing £30 million investment in exploring future energy markets, alongside developing the STEM skilled workforce those future markets require. See ‘Clean Growth and Environmental Management’, pages 19.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly also provides the ideal location for the Government’s ambition set out in the Industrial Strategy to relocate more public bodies outside London; this will form another key element of our region reaching its economic potential and also contribute towards the re-balancing of the UK economy.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has a strong track record of collaboration through cross-sector partnerships where business, academia, civil society and government work together across conventional barriers.
Context

Spaceport Cornwall offers a globally unique horizontal launch site, where human spaceflight, launch and scheduled passenger services are fully integrated. It will allow Cornwall and the UK to become a leader in Europe for the development of launch and rapid human transport technologies.

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for change

The Government aims to establish space launch capability at a UK Spaceport by 2020, to maximise the commercial opportunity from growth in spaceflight and satellite technologies. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly offers the only site in England with potential for horizontal launch, and has all the ingredients for an influential new satellite technology-based space cluster, including:

- our Aerohub Enterprise Zone at Cornwall Airport Newquay and Goonhilly Earth Station;
- our Aerospace and Space Cluster Programme funding £3.19 million research, development and innovation in the sector and its upstream and downstream supply chains;
- the South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications supporting space-focused research and business opportunities;
- incubation and acceleration support for start-ups to exploit space technology provided by SpaceTech SW;
- a strong Local Enterprise Partnership placing space at the heart of our strategies for growth with active collaboration from higher and further education, business and public sector partners.

Cornwall has all the ingredients for an influential new satellite space cluster
Spaceport Cornwall operations will involve launch of satellites from a commercial aircraft that will carry a launch rocket, space human flight experiences and scientific tasks. These aircraft could, for example, launch a satellite with ‘payload’ to monitor crops or control driverless cars, or a system that carries low gravity scientific experiments, or transports humans into space. More broadly, Spaceport Cornwall offers opportunities to develop a new supply chain around launch, attract inward investment and promote trade, create more highly-skilled employment opportunities, inspire children and young people in Cornwall to pursue STEM subjects and attract international researchers.

Alongside Spaceport Cornwall, the Space Science Hub Cornwall proposed by the South West Centre of Excellence in Space Applications with lead partner University of Exeter will build on our considerable assets and investments to unlock the full space potential of our peninsula. Space Science Hub Cornwall will provide specialist infrastructure, resources and services, expert science and technology support for incubation and innovation, supporting space-centric commercial ventures from scientific research and early stage technology.

Our Ask

We are asking the UK Government to approve Spaceport Cornwall’s bid, provide the airspace to operate systems, facilitate operational licence, and make UK Space Agency funding available to develop first stage infrastructure with our commercial launch partner.

We are also seeking support for the South West Centre of Excellence in Space Applications proposal to establish a Space Science Hub Cornwall to unlock the full space potential of our peninsula, and cement the UK’s competitive edge in this area building on Exeter’s world-leading research.

Our Offer

Spaceport Cornwall has the potential to transform our local and national economy by creating a high-value space cluster in support of the Industrial Strategy, National Space Policy, and the UK Space Growth Action Plan ambition to capture 10% of the £400 billion global space-enabled market by 2030.

Space Science Hub Cornwall will bring together academics specialising in data analytics, data ethics, materials science, medicine, rare-earth materials, engineering, sports science, computer science, programming, mathematics, biology, astrobiology and robotic. It will use Exeter’s world-leading research in extreme environments and alternative energy sources to leverage additional research backing and cement the UK’s leadership in all these areas, as well as generating scientific research, innovation and early stage technology to support space-centric commercial ventures.
Benefits

The commercial spaceflight market could be worth £25bn over the next 20 years. Cornwall Spaceport has the potential to cumulatively realise over £290 million additional economic activity in Cornwall and 500 new jobs nationally in suborbital human spaceflight, satellite launch, regional tourism and microgravity research by 2028.

Space Science Hub Cornwall’s market-led, cross-sector approach will generate and incubate innovative research ideas with the commercial support mechanisms for companies of all sizes to build business and generate growth around these ideas in the future. It will enhance and accelerate the growth of the local space-economy, maximising our contribution to the targeted £40 billion UK global market-share.

Spaceport has the potential to cumulatively realise over £290 million additional economic activity in Cornwall and 500 new jobs nationally
NEW FRONTIERS

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

Context

Our proposition will see Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly become an internationally renowned digital and creative-tech cluster, spearheading the fourth Industrial Revolution just as we led the first.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has a long tradition of cultural expression, with the arts and our rich cultural heritage underpinning the creative and visitor economy. Now propelled by digital connectivity and content we also have a high-growth creative sector which has seen the number of creative firms in the region increase by 26% from 2011 to 2015. By 2025 the creative industries will be worth £128bn.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is uniquely placed to grow the artificial intelligence and data driven economy in support of the Industrial Strategy. More technology ready than Greater Manchester and one of the best digitally-connected rural areas in Europe, we have secured further investment of £17.6 million to deliver ultrafast broadband to homes and businesses in the next phase of our highly successful £160m Superfast Cornwall programme. Our space and satellite connections are amongst the best in Europe, with £8m investment further enhance Goonhilly Earth Station. We are home to world-leading research activity, one of the fastest-growing digital and technology clusters, and we are delivering significant investment in projects trialling innovative application of technology such as our Smart Islands project showcased in the Industrial Strategy.

The number of creative firms in the region has increased by 26% from 2011 to 2015.
Our proposals will capture and accelerate this growth for the poorest part of the UK and increase the UK’s market share in the sector, with support for the creation of:

- a pilot for rural deployment 5G technology and 100% coverage of superfast broadband, building on our existing capabilities as one of the best digitally enabled rural areas in Europe to maintain our competitive advantage, underpin our target growth sectors like the creative industries, and overcome the challenges caused by our peripheral geography removing the remaining ‘not spots’ for growth in our more remote and rural areas

- a ‘Harbour’ for the screen industries, hothousing top talent from Falmouth University’s growing School of Film and TV, providing business incubation space and industry standard post production, visual effects, studio and workspace for over 1200 new jobs. This will support a programme of work (BBC Kernow) in partnership with the BBC and creative industries in Cornwall to produce Cornish TV, film and radio programmes and develop a platform for them to reach a wider audience.

- a ‘Creative Industries Enterprise Zone’, developing Cornwall as a priority area for the screen industries by locating key national assets in the region, including a British Film Institute Centre of Excellence.

- an Arts and Humanities Creative Industries Cluster Programme to drive product development, new IP and accelerate growth in the creative industries.

- a Cornwall Innovation and Research Park (CIRP) where entrepreneurs, students, investors and researchers work together to solve problems, gain knowledge, innovate and commercialise, supporting the creation of 600 jobs.

- an augmented and virtual reality lab, ‘Immersive Cornwall’ creating a unique Mixed Reality (MR) resource, providing businesses with access to technology, RD&I expertise and investment to generate new digital content for an emerging, high-value Smart Specialisation marketplace.

- a pioneering ‘Fibre Park’ located in the centre of Cornwall with access to hyperfast connectivity at 100Gbps speeds. The Fibre Park will be a game changer for the tech industry, combining tech innovation, next generation connectivity and grow-on space to create a digital market place; the integration of educational facilities within an industry led complex; and serve as a well-being hub, linked with other global food tech hubs.

---
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Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

The first phase of our award-winning Superfast Cornwall programme is adding an estimated £275 million to our economy every year and has helped to create around 3,300 start-up businesses\(^{10}\). Further digital infrastructure investment is now essential to maintain this competitive advantage, enable access to global markets and the ability to produce and distribute world class digital content, and remove the remaining ‘not spots’ for growth in our remote and rural communities.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly supports a density of creative businesses normally found in cities and hosts the UK’s third-fastest growing tech sector cluster (Truro-Redruth) with 153% turnover growth recorded in 2017\(^{11}\). This cluster currently provides 1,380 digital jobs, £39m digital GVA and 79% tech sector growth potential. ‘The Geography of Creativity in the UK’ report confirmed Cornwall is a nationally significant creative cluster\(^{12}\).

New creative and tech companies from Falmouth University’s flagship ‘Launchpad project’ are working with market leaders such as Amazon and Sony to grow our own high value jobs and will create 65 new companies and 526 jobs over the next five years. Local investments are producing growth and multiple success stories. The distinctive offer that embracing our heritage offers to our future prospects is illustrated by the award winning ‘Man Engine’, which had a global reach of 112 million people across 104 countries and an economic impact of £2.9 million.

Tate St Ives recently opened its doors to world class arts provision and this will be followed by a £20m investment in the Hall for Cornwall, which will have an economic impact of £62m.

The University of Exeter’s new Institute for Data Science and Artificial Intelligence creates a platform for collaboration between the university and industry, and introduces the UK’s first Degree Apprenticeship in Digital and Technology Solutions.

We have other ambitious projects in the pipeline to capitalise further on the strengths of our creative and digital industries, and we request the support of the Government to unlock the full potential of these projects.

---

10 Business Cornwall, 22/08/17
11 TechNation 2017
12 Nesta, The Geography of Creativity in the UK
Our Ask

In order to deliver and accelerate our vision and project pipeline, we seek Government support and flexibility in a number of areas, including:

- **Enhancing our Digital and Creative-tech Innovation Hub** by de-risking the necessary investment to build ‘large data’ digital capability alongside the associated physical, Innovation and research assets within Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

- **Supporting the establishment of a HE-based Data Hub and collaborative workspace** for product and service co-creation developing synergies between enterprises, research and development and HE. This will develop a capability in Cornwall that will enable it to engage in future Industrial Strategy challenges building on our universities’ expertise in enabling technologies relevant to the creative sector and the ‘creative bridge’ into other high growth sectors. This will stimulate demand by developing/showcasing new data applications designed at the hub so that businesses can become new technology adopters.

- **Facilitating investment in our pioneering ‘Fibre Park’,** which will combine education, tech innovation, next generation connectivity and grow-on space to create a digital market place, enabling businesses across Cornwall to meet and collaborate on future technological opportunities. It will also serve as a well-being hub, creating links with global food tech hubs.

- **Becoming a pathfinder region to pilot rural deployment of 5G technology and 100% coverage of superfast broadband.** Utilising and building on our existing capabilities and reputation as a leading rural region in terms of connectivity and digital sector growth is a key enabler to overcoming the challenges caused by our peripheral geography and underpinning our target growth sectors like the creative industries. We also want to explore the potential to require developers to install superfast broadband so that new developments enjoy the same connectivity as our existing homes and premises.

- **Creating a Global Creative Industries Observatory in Cornwall** to ‘cement the UK’s position as the leading international authority on Creative Industries strategy and policy for, and measurement of, this sector’ as recommended in the Bazalgette Report. We are a test-bed for Creative Industries policy and investment.

- **Developing Cornwall as a priority area for the screen industries** by locating key national assets in the region, including a British Film Institute Centre of Excellence, and establishing an enhanced Creative Industries Enterprise Zone pilot in line with the Creative Industries Federation’s response to the Industrial Strategy.

- **Shaping emerging Financial Instruments and Business Support** mechanisms to accelerate digital and creative industries, removing the barriers to finance which are a brake on growth for IP led businesses.

- **Facilitating investment and support from Innovate UK** in our interdisciplinary ‘Immersive Cornwall’ Lab and other programmes of related innovation led research.

- **Promoting creative careers and a talent pipeline** to diversify recruitment and support a trail programme, which enables a wider range of creative subjects (STEAM) to be taught and provides better careers advice which aligns with the regional focus on the Creative Industries.
Our projects will accelerate growth, capture market share, increase productivity, boost skills and create jobs in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, delivering a ‘global presence’ in the post-Brexit environment.
Our Offer

Our projects will accelerate growth, capture market share, increase productivity, boost skills and create jobs in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, delivering a ‘global presence’ in the post-Brexit environment. This will make a significant contribution to the delivery of the Industrial Strategy and the vision of shared prosperity throughout the UK.

Building on the supporting measures we seek, our offer would include:

- **A Data Hub**, providing data platforms supporting data gathering, analytics connectivity, simulation, visualisation and interpretation to create a data network aligned to meeting Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s strategic priorities through investment on research facilities, technology transfer and people to support business supply chains in data intensive enabling technologies.

- **An Augmented and Virtual Reality ‘Lab’**. Our ‘Immersive Cornwall’ project will create a unique Mixed Reality (MR) resource, providing businesses with access to technology, RD&I expertise and investment to generate new digital content for distribution in an emerging, high-value Smart Specialisation marketplace.

- **Targeted growth in the Screen Industries** (Film/TV/Games/Visual Effects) by creating a ‘Harbour’ for the industry in Cornwall, building on the success of local companies and the growth of the Falmouth University School of Film and TV (SOFT). ‘Harbour’ will hothouse top SOFT talent, provide business incubation space and industry standard post production, visual effects, studio and workspace, enabling a high value cluster to develop which will fill a strategic gap in the UK economy.

- **Deliver an Arts and Humanities Creative Industries Cluster Programme**. This will support the creative industries’ vital role in the growth of the nation’s economy and enable micro businesses, SME’s and larger enterprises to partner with academic researchers to develop new products, services and experiences.

- **Fibre Park**: The proposed site in Pool, near Redruth, will enable space for over 1200 new jobs, plus safeguarding 300 existing jobs. With average salaries in the tech/software development industries around double the local average, the Fibre Park will generate HMRC annual taxation revenue at a density of £1622/sqm or approximately £18m per year to HM Treasury. The impact on the local economy of such jobs will be similarly much higher than average levels and provide a very positive direct social influence on the Camborne, Pool and Redruth areas.

- **Further digital infrastructure investment** to maintain Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and the UK’s competitive advantage, enable access to global markets and the ability to produce and distribute world class digital content.

---
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Benefits

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly is the place where creative industries and digital technologies cluster together to drive growth and jobs in a rural context. The Bazalgette review revealed that by 2025 the Creative Industries will be worth £128bn and generate one million new jobs by 2030. Our proposals will capture and accelerate this growth for the poorest part of the UK. Cornwall and Isles of Scilly will become an international renowned creative cluster, contributing significantly to the UK’s market growth in the sector, focussing on exports to existing and emerging markets;

- Our ‘Harbour’ project and associated Creative Enterprise Zone will have an economic impact of circa £80m and create over 200 jobs.

- Our Immersive Cornwall project will allow our businesses to access a market that the Digital Catapult predicts will be worth £1.2bn in the UK alone by 2020. PWC estimate annual growth of 76% over the next 5 years\(^\text{14}\), with over 257m MR headsets in use global values could reach $166bn by 2021\(^\text{15}\).

- Our plans for a Cornwall Innovation and Research Park will create capacity for world class Research and Innovation. We will create a 10,000m\(^2\) environment where entrepreneurs, students, investors and researchers work together to solve problems, gain knowledge, innovate and commercialise. Concepts will turn into products, services and experiences. Collectively, we will access global markets, with the economic benefit felt in Cornwall and the UK, including the creation of 600 jobs.

- The Fibre Park will be located in the centre of Cornwall and have access to hyperfast connectivity at 100Gbps speeds. The Fibre Park will be a game changer for the tech industry, providing for the integration of educational facilities within the industry-led complex to enable business-led FE courses, HE degrees and advanced apprenticeships to be pioneered through co-location and a collaborative approach with local educational institutions.

Our proposals will capture and accelerate growth for the poorest part of the UK

\(^\text{14}\) [www.pwc.co.uk/outlook]
\(^\text{15}\) [IDC, Goldman Sachs, 2016]
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CLEAN GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Context

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is defined by its unique and beautiful natural environment. It gives this place a positive brand identity that would be worth millions on a company balance sheet. Throughout history it has also shaped our economy, as resourceful people create their livelihoods from the rich natural resources of our living land and sea.

The economic opportunities offered by our natural environment are no less distinctive today than during the first Industrial Revolution. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is the ideal location for global space and satellite connections, with a wealth of natural resources capable of powering the future through clean green growth.

Our environment, economy and society are inextricably connected within our local eco-system, and we have a strong record of collaborative partnership working to protect and enhance our natural resources. Our Local Nature Partnership is delivering a clear shared vision set out in our Environmental Growth Strategy. Protection is not enough: we need environmental growth to leave Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly in a better state for future generations and to realise the distinct economic opportunities of our unique geography. Under our proposition for post-Brexit frameworks we offer to work with Government to shape British regulations, agriculture and fisheries policies that protect and enhance our environment.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is leading the way in green energy and low carbon, as set out in the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership’s 10 Opportunities document. Our peninsula is energy rich, with strong established and emerging renewable energy sectors including solar, wind and geothermal. We are home to an internationally renowned research base in clean energy, circular economy, ecosystems, health and wellbeing. Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is ideally placed to pilot innovative new approaches to the grand challenge of clean growth identified in the Industrial Strategy and our proposition would see the creation of:

a a Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Energy Innovation Zone, working collaboratively with the West Midlands Combined Authority to trial key technology and social innovations with partners from across the energy industry - using Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly as a living laboratory to identify practical policy and regulatory solutions to transforming energy systems in a rural environment.

b complemented by an Energy Futures Observatory at Exeter University’s Penryn campus, leading a funded programme of clean energy research building on our existing £30 million investment in exploring future energy markets and world renowned research, and developing the STEM skilled workforce those future markets require.

c a secure supply of the lithium required for batteries in electric cars following the ban on new petrol and diesel cars from 2040, supporting the Industrial Strategy focus on future mobility, through a comprehensive public research and development programme alongside commercial extraction of Cornwall’s lithium resource - which is strategically significant at a UK level as we have seen increasing demand triple the spot price of lithium in twelve months.

Each of these propositions is set out in more detail on the following pages.

We need environmental growth to leave Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly in a better state for future generations and to realise the distinct economic opportunities of our unique geography.
A) Energy Innovation Zone

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Energy generation, demand and control systems are fundamentally changing, driven by the digitisation of the electricity system, falling costs for renewable energy and storage, and a desire from companies and individuals to do things differently.

These changes provide opportunities for a more customer focused, energy efficient, cheaper system. They also create new challenges for the industry, policy makers and the regulator, and the wider institutions developed around our current top-down centralised energy system.

The best solutions reflect local circumstances and existing local infrastructure. Future energy systems will need to be far more decentralised and take a whole systems approach. Regional and local energy solutions - both for how the physical infrastructure is used and developed, and also the wider governance for the range of actors involved in energy system change - are of increasing importance.

Our Ask

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly propose to create a rural Energy Innovation Zone, a living laboratory to pilot new regulatory and policy approaches across heat, transport and power, working collaboratively with the West Midlands Combined Authority. The Energy Innovation Zone would drive bottom-up system optimisation and trial innovative new approaches, including policy and regulatory change. It would provide an enabling environment for partners - across the energy industry, national government, the energy regulator, key innovation funders, communities, and regional centres of excellence like the University of Exeter, the Centre for Sustainable Energy and Regen South West - to identify practical solutions to challenges and trial key technology and social innovations.
Our Offer
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are at the cutting edge of energy innovation. Our Cornwall Local Energy Market pilot with Centrica, and our Smart Islands project with Hitachi showcased in the Industrial Strategy are nationally significant energy innovation projects. We are delivering strongly against our Devolution Deal commitments with a Marine Enterprise Zone, an Energy System and Storage Masterplan, a Local Supply blueprint, and an Energy Company Obligation (ECO) Flex Eligibility pilot.

We have around £115 million private sector investment in innovative low carbon projects over the next four years, piloting smart solutions, local energy markets, deep geothermal, sustainable transport and energy efficiency – with a need to overcome regulatory and policy barriers in order to roll out. Our well established relationships between key partners - including both Councils, the Local Enterprise Partnership, the District Network Operator, key local employers, research organisations and community energy groups - are a further key strength of our proposition.

Benefits
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are at the cutting edge of energy system transformation. The Energy Innovation Zone will further strengthen work between partners - including national government - to trial innovative new approaches including piloting regulatory changes to overcome barriers to change. As other countries move to regulate network companies to deliver public goals - such as decarbonisation, storage integration, and providing market platforms - the Energy Innovation Zone would potentially provide a platform to explore and trial Ofgem and BEIS interest in how changes to the role of distribution operators might apply in the UK.

Through the Energy Innovation Zone, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will develop a blueprint for smart flexible energy ecosystems capable of being rolled out to other rural areas of the UK with defined end-user benefits. This blueprint will support the Energy Future vision of community participation, industry driven solutions, and intelligent networks that balance power generation and demand all the way to the consumer level.
B) Developing future energy markets

Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change
At the same time as local systems need to adapt and innovate to meet the challenges of a changing energy system, the UK needs to stay at the cutting edge of research into future energy markets. We are investing £30 million of ERDF funding in major research and development programmes engaging utility companies, distribution network operators, and the University of Exeter. Our internationally renowned research base and culture of innovation and exploration makes Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly ideally placed to develop future energy markets.

Our Ask
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly proposes the creation of an Energy Futures Observatory, building on the expertise in Cornwall at Exeter University’s Penryn campus. The Energy Futures Observatory would lead a collaborative cross-sector programme of research, development and innovation support for future energy markets, infrastructure and enabling technologies. Recognising workforce challenges for future energy markets, it would promote STEM careers through improved educational pathways, skills accelerators and CPD building on existing higher/further education links and business engagement.

Our Offer
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is ideally placed to address the grand challenge of clean growth identified in the Industrial Strategy. Our environment is rich in natural geothermal, wind and solar assets, and we offer strong cross-sector partnerships working at the cutting edge of both research development and practical application of innovative future energy solutions. Our leading research base is informing government policy on future energy provision in the wake of concerns on reliability of imported energy, including through our Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council funded iGOV programme.

Benefits
The Energy Futures Observatory will harness research and education capabilities in renewable energy, energy policy, economics and investment, technology development and environmental assessment. The Energy Futures Observatory will complement the proposed Energy Innovation Zone - providing cutting-edge research and development, to inform practical innovation and trials in our living laboratory to overcome the challenges associated with locating, installing and managing complex energy systems within a rural environment. The research led by the Observatory will provide cross benefit to future mobility challenges through electric vehicle growth which can be translated to other similarly positioned regions of the UK and beyond, and strengthen regional energy expertise through improved Higher Level Skills provision, and greater collaboration between business, higher and further education.
C) Developing our Lithium resource

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Lithium resource in Cornwall could be strategically significant at a UK level, especially as the demand for lithium has increased dramatically with the spot price tripling in the last 12 months. There is potential to offer a secure supply of the lithium required for batteries in electric cars following the ban on new petrol and diesel cars from 2040, supporting the Industrial Strategy focus on future mobility, putting Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly at the forefront of the circular economy and energy revolution. Alongside significant lithium resource, we offer global leading extraction expertise in our world renowned Camborne School of Mines, together with significant existing investment in geothermal projects that will enable efficient and sustainable extraction, and interest from a number of commercial companies offering parallel investment.

Lithium exploration is currently entirely reliant on private sector investment, and while some has been forthcoming, progress is slow and findings remain commercially sensitive. Significant public sector investment in lithium exploration would quickly establish whether there are commercially viable deposits, and potentially place the UK at a competitive advantage. It is expected that the brines required for the extraction of the resource will be found in the same geological structures as the geothermal hot waters circulating through natural features that we will be exploring early next year for electricity generation. As a result there is an opportunity to start exploration within the next year, through one or more publicly funded science-focused projects running alongside the commercially-focused operations for deep geothermal and lithium extraction.
**Our Offer**

The production of lithium in Cornwall would provide the UK with a secure supply of the strategic mineral required for batteries used in electric cars following the ban of new petrol and diesel cars from 2040. Rising demand has tripled the lithium spot price in the past year, and our lithium resources are potentially strategically significant for the UK.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is already investing over £15 million in deep geothermal through a mix of ERDF and Cornwall Council funding, with drilling to depths of 4.5 km beginning in early 2018, and a second geothermal project is proposed subject to funding. Both developers are working closely with Cornish Lithium and have agreed to provide access to the geothermal brine for testing.

Camborne School of Mines has an international reputation and undertakes a wide range of industrially-focused research across the mining value chain in Cornwall and internationally in the global mining industry. It is partnering with Cornish Lithium and the BGS on a £600k satellite imagery project to help identify the lithium resource funded by Innovate UK and Cornish Lithium has already secured £1m private sector investment to undertake some initial exploratory work.

**Benefits**

Our assumptions are based on findings in Nevada where the average grade of their brine is similar to those in some historic records from Cornwall (around 120ppm) and sourced from a similar depth. If lithium is successfully exploited commercially it is anticipated that by 2030 there could be three extraction plants and one refinery in Cornwall, collectively creating 460 jobs, ranging in value from engineers, maintenance, technicians to security jobs. Each extraction plant could produce in the region of 8,000-9,000 tonnes of battery grade lithium per annum, the equivalent of 500,000 Tesla EV batteries, far exceeding the amount imported into the UK in 2014. Based on the current lowest trading price this is worth 400m US$ (£303m), this amount of export sales would improve Cornwall’s GVA by an additional £129m, over 1% increase.

The scientific learning, academic methods, technological advances and expertise could also be developed in Cornwall and the UK and exported, supporting the creation of a UK Mining Centre supporting the Clean Growth agenda, building on Camborne School of Mines international reputation. Using the CSM alumni network, research and teaching excellence this would develop a global network with international experience, outlook and knowledge to confront global challenges and operate in a global context.

Our proposition would cement university and business linkages, supporting a globally mobile talent pool and a multinational base for discovery and innovation, and developing strong commercial relationships with global mining industry to power the supply chain in Cornwall.
RELOCATION OF PUBLIC BODIES

Context

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly provides the ideal location for the Government’s ambition to relocate more public bodies outside London\(^{16}\), including new national agencies that will need to be established to carry out functions currently delivered by the European Union.

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Our beautiful peninsula is a great place to live and work, offering excellent digital connectivity, the fastest growing regional airport, enhanced road and rail networks, and appropriate premises for occupation in key strategic locations.

The Industrial Strategy proposes relocating Government agencies to different regions across the UK in order to support local clusters and private sector growth\(^ {17}\). The relocation of Government agencies and/or elements of their functions to Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly would send a strong message that the Government is genuinely committed to re-balancing and driving economic growth in all parts of the UK.

The Cabinet Office estimates that over 20 new public bodies will need to be created to manage functions repatriated to the UK following EU exit. One Cabinet Office Minister has already expressed a preference for the new bodies to be based in locations outside London\(^ {18}\). The relocation of public agencies and functions outside London will particularly benefit rural and peripheral areas of the UK, where communities can feel removed from national decision-making. Situating public agencies and functions in rural and peripheral areas at the sharp end of change and innovation, such as Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, has potential for positive impact on national policy development as well as our local economy.

---

16 *Industrial Strategy Green Paper*, p124
17 *Industrial Strategy Green Paper*, p124
18 *Civil Service World* 28/07/17
Our Ask

We seek Government commitment to support the relocation of at least one Government agency, arms-length body, and/or functions to Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly by 2020 through ongoing dialogue with senior decision-makers.

Our Offer

- **Excellent Connectivity:** Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is one of the best connected rural areas for superfast broadband in the UK. Cornwall Airport Newquay is the fastest growing regional airport in the UK, with regular and direct flights to London, Manchester, Birmingham, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Belfast and beyond. We have a direct rail link to London Paddington, with plans to introduce upgraded trains to provide more services and reduce journey times from 2018. Improvements to road and rail networks have enhanced connectivity between North-East Cornwall and Exeter.

- **Suitable sites:** Appropriate existing sites in Launceston, Bodmin, Liskeard and Cornwall’s administrative centre in Truro can be made available to host relocated public bodies, with future developments capable of being shaped to meet the requirements of relocated bodies.

- **Support local economic growth:** Cornwall and Isles of Scilly’s long term growth strategies have improved its position within the UK economy through a focus on smart specialisation areas and high value, knowledge based sectors. However, public sector employers are still the largest in the region. Locating the public sector where the economy is most reliant on it would lever in procurement opportunities for rural local businesses, provide employment and career opportunities, and create an important stimulus to the local economy. There is opportunity to reinforce established and emerging clusters in areas such as energy, environment, creative & digital and space through the relocation of relevant Government agencies.

- **Opportunities to rural-proof new policies:** Cornwall is a good test-bed to trial new policy initiatives to assess their impact on rural and coastal areas. One-fifth of the population of England and a quarter of England’s registered businesses are situated in rural areas; however, rural areas face specific challenges concerning distance, sparsity and demography that the Government must take fully into account when developing policy. Public bodies relocated to Cornwall would be able to work with local businesses and communities on the ground to co-develop, pilot and rural-proof new programmes before rolling them out more widely in other parts of the UK.

- **Outstanding track record of partnership-working:** Cornwall can boast a long track record of proactive and constructive collaboration between public, private and third sectors. This is most recently exemplified in the establishment of the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Leadership Board and the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP’s prominent role as a founding member of the South West Rural Productivity Commission. The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Nature Partnership is also noted regionally for the diversity of partners it brings together and unified strategic approach.
Benefits

Relocating Government agencies, arm's-length bodies and/or functions to Cornwall would provide the opportunity for highly skilled employment opportunities and personnel to work in one of the poorest regions of the UK. Matched to the historical investment that Cornwall has made into its connectivity, the resulting economic gain to the area would be significant and add value to the UK economy moving forward. Relocation to Cornwall would also send a strong message that the Government is delivering its commitments set out in the Industrial Strategy to re-balance the UK economy and develop place-based strengths in all parts of the UK.

Relocating Government agencies and/or functions to Cornwall would provide the opportunity for highly skilled employment opportunities and personnel to work in one of the poorest regions of the UK.
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Devolved powers and funding

As the first non-metropolitan devolution area, Cornwall has delivered strongly on its first devolution deal, and this was recognised in a recent Peer Review process that outlined devolution as one of the key strengths of Cornwall Council\(^\text{20}\) (accepting that many partners are involved in the delivery). We now have more control over our remaining European funds, we have delivered many of the facets of an integrated transport system, thousands of people have received skills training, and our energy system is being transformed with the potential for new energy sectors and innovative demand and supply technology innovations.

The time for building on this is right, and while this section is focussed on what might be traditionally seen as ‘devolution’ asks, all of the chapters in New Frontiers should be seen through the lens of greater local determination, supporting local partners to deliver better outcomes for our residents, businesses and environment.

While we are proud of the first devolution deal, the Case for Cornwall had many aspects within it that were not included in the final deal, and these dealt with important areas such as housing and planning. To truly indite the meaning of devolution, a wide range of tools, freedoms, devolved instruments, sector deals and greater control all need to coalesce to allow local partners to match their local commitment and resources to improving our resilience. The following tools should be seen not in isolation, but as part of the wider jigsaw of asks and offers that collectively will allow Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly to flourish.

We have delivered many of the facets of an integrated transport system, thousands of people have received skills training, and our energy system is being transformed.
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HOUSING AND PLANNING
Context
Cornwall recognises that the shortage of new homes is one of the major barriers to achieving sustainable economic growth in the region and is working strategically with partners to invest and directly tackle barriers that have been identified. Providing a range of high quality affordable housing is a key priority. We have two interlinked asks: the first pertaining to unlocking housing delivery growth through enabling infrastructure; the second linked to planning powers to plan and deliver new villages.

The proposals in the Housing delivery, infrastructure and planning chapter apply to Cornwall only and do not cover the Isles of Scilly.
A) Housing delivery, growth and infrastructure

Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

Cornwall has 19,000 households registered on the housing register and 9,000 new applications a year, creating a need of 2,000 new affordable homes annually. Alongside this key challenge for Cornwall is the range and complexity of the local housing market conditions, with low wages and high house prices resulting in some areas facing affordability ratios exceeding 1:16. The average in Cornwall is 1:9, compared to the national average of 1:7.

Diversification within the market and the attraction of Cornwall as a place to invest for new providers is dependent upon the certainty of longer term funding.

In the past private investment has been encouraged on the basis of the Council’s own programme of grant funding and a single investment fund would allow not only a strategic approach to the allocation of funding, but would attract more providers into the market. Forward funding of infrastructure would help unlock sites, reduce risk and give greater certainty to the market providers, enabling them to deliver above and beyond business as usual.

Cornwall has a stable housing market and good rate of housing completions to date, alongside its strong partnership approach which means its ambitions and offer to deliver on accelerated housing is achievable.

Our Ask

Cornwall is asking for support to accelerate planned delivery, ensuring housing is fit for purpose and tailored to Cornwall’s demographic and to maximise on private investment.

We are requesting a single devolved delivery fund for Cornwall to forward fund infrastructure and bring forward stalled strategic sites, totalling £60m. This fund will be a rolling fund which will be invested and recouped on an ongoing basis to tackle stalled sites. Where necessary, land will be directly acquired to deliver houses, diversifying the market and providing additionality alongside private investment.

The initial investments will be focused on:

- unlocking the infrastructure requirements for the urban extension to west Truro and Broadmoor Farm
- acquiring developmental land to directly deliver houses at Hayle, West Carclaze and western Truro
- to fund the creation or upscaling of a local off-site manufacturing factory to secure a supply chain
- to unlock custom and self-build plots
- cover seed funding for a multi skilled delivery team.
Our Offer

As part of Cornwall Council’s growth and investment programme it aims to deliver houses alongside jobs and infrastructure for Cornwall’s communities.

The Council has already committed to providing a 20% uplift of housing delivery up until 2021. In addition to this, the Council’s Growth and Investment Programme is working towards investing in direct delivery of 1,000 homes over four years through its Housing Delivery Programme. This is alongside additional proposals currently being considered around delivering 1,200 extra care units and specialist houses, investing in empty homes and building homes through the Cornwall Land Initiative. Over the proposed first four years of this investment programme the combined number of new homes could reach 3,200 per year on average.

The Council intends to underwrite risks where necessary to enable the development of schools and utilise its borrowing powers to directly invest in the acquisition of land at key strategic sites such as West Carclaze, Langarth and Hayle.

Finally, our partnership approach (through the Cornwall Executive Housing Sub Group) with the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP, Homes for England, Housing Associations, Health colleagues and private sector representation is helping to ensure that barriers to delivery are being addressed at a strategic level and in a joined up way.

Significantly this partnership approach has resulted in Cornwall benefiting from a commitment from Housing Associations to deliver 8,000 homes, of which 6,000 will be affordable, over 2016-2021 with a total investment of £600m.

We have ensured that our forecasted growth is sustainable, meeting the demand and ensuring resilience to market boom and bust cycles.

Benefits

- Our proposals would unlock an additional 9,404 high quality homes of mixed tenure to be delivered over the long term.
- This will be alongside our current trajectories of 12,161 homes to be delivered in the shorter term (2017/18-2020/21).
- Key infrastructure would be in place to unlock additional homes.
- Based on the National Housing Federation Economic Impact calculator these proposals have the potential to contribute £920m to the local economy and £2bn nationally, alongside supporting 19,000 full time employees in Cornwall and 49,000 across the UK.

These proposals will:

- Create self-sufficient and resilient communities, promoting smaller settlements to be centres of employment and services. Improving and regenerating our communities through quality building, using housing development to meet local need.
- Real and sustainable growth, with an integrated programme of environmental growth, housing, skills and employment demonstrating how development can have environmental, social and economic benefits.
- A strong and confident market in Cornwall with improved investment opportunities.
- Uplift in our housing delivery to address our current back log in provision, with a mixture of tenure to meet local demands and need and high quality construction to tackle fuel poverty and health and wellbeing implications of poor housing.
b) Powers to plan and deliver new villages

Context
Cornwall has a unique and dispersed pattern of interrelated towns and villages which are constrained by geography and history, particularly with very tight historical centres. Cornwall Council believes that beyond the current housing allocations and plan period (2010 to 2030) Cornwall will rely on the creation of a series of new settlements and wishes to be in a position to shape and drive forward these settlements, ensuring they are suitable for Cornwall’s housing market and take a whole place approach.

The Council plans an early review of the Local Plan, continuing the ambitious accelerated delivery of at least 3,000 homes per year, with a focus on increasing supply and affordability whilst ensuring delivery of good quality and functional new villages.

The Council has learnt from the planning and delivery of four current and currently proposed new settlements in Cornwall, Nansledan (Newquay), West Carclaze Garden Village (St Austell), Higher Newham Farm (Truro) and the Threemilestone Corridor (Truro).

Unlocking Barriers
The Rationale for Change
The current Plan-led system does not provide the enabling levers which the Council needs to allocate sites for new garden village settlements, to avoid over-development damaging the character of our historical towns and villages, and share the uplift in land values between community benefit and a dividend to the landowner/s.

Our Ask
To work with Government to develop a pioneering new model that would allow Cornwall Council to identify and test potential new sites for garden villages and obtain the powers necessary to acquire the allocated land at a small multiple of agricultural value. This would involve revisions to compulsory purchase legislation and new planning legislation alongside associated planning policy and regulations.

Our Offer
Our offer is to take a direct role in the delivery of new garden village settlements as part of the Council’s growth agenda and will be identified as part of our Local Plan review.

Through the Council’s Investment Programme we will add to our current initiatives and funding, with a clear ambition to be the top provider of affordable homes of all English Councils.

The programme includes a number of different interventions to build more homes that meet residents’ needs both in terms of quality and price. Over the proposed first four years of this investment programme, the combined number of new homes could reach 3,200 per year on average, dealing earlier with the housing needs clearly identified in our Local Plan.

We want to provide certainty to the private sector market and ensure that, through uplift of land value, the development of new garden village communities will pay for associated infrastructure (including schools and health provision) without recourse to the public purse.
Benefits

The benefit of our offer is that more homes will be developed that are affordable to the whole community, underpinning the Local Plan’s ambitious aims for 38,000 new jobs in Cornwall by 2030, creating significant tax revenues and enabling a significant reduction in dependence on public subsidy.

At least 3,000 new homes per annum will be developed, exceeding (on a proportionate basis) the Government’s national plans for the increased supply of new homes, with an estimated 38,000 new jobs over 20 years.
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FISCAL FREEDOMS
Cornwall Council is committed to ensuring that Cornwall receives fair funding for the services that it provides; whether this is for the roads that we maintain, or for service provided to our children, the Council has been forthright in its campaign for a fairer funding settlement for the people of Cornwall. Working in conjunction with this, we are also committed to developing greater flexibilities in the way that money raised in Cornwall is allocated. Through the Cornwall Devolution Deal, Cornwall has obtained greater local control over transport spending and achieved Intermediate Body status for the EU Growth Programme to give us more influence over how the available funds are managed in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. The Government has also confirmed its commitment to work with Cornwall Council to develop and deepen our 100% Business Rate Retention Pilot for 2018/19.

We now want to build on Cornwall’s progress in this area by opening a conversation with the Government on the devolution of fiscal freedoms. Cornwall currently has some control over the funds outlined above, but does not have complete freedom to decide how the funds should be managed, targeted and spent. Cornwall has two separate asks in relation to the devolution of greater fiscal freedoms: firstly, Cornwall would seek to have more influence over the management of business rate policies in Cornwall, particularly regarding the application of mandatory reliefs; secondly, Cornwall wishes to explore the potential establishment of a VAT escalator pilot for Cornish SMEs. We are also keen to explore, based on our original Case for Cornwall propositions, the option of localising 2p from every litre of existing fuel duty, and we would also welcome a discussion on changes to legislation that could result in second home owners who pay no business rates or council tax making a contribution towards the cost of essential services in Cornwall.

The Council has been forthright in its campaign for a fairer funding settlement for the people of Cornwall.
A) Business Rates

Context

The Government has also confirmed its commitment to work with Cornwall Council to develop and deepen our 100% Business Rate Retention Pilot for 2018/19.

We now want to build on our progress in this area by opening a conversation with the Government to give Cornwall Council more influence over the management of business rate policies in Cornwall, particularly regarding the application of mandatory reliefs.

The proposals in this chapter apply to Cornwall only and do not cover the Isles of Scilly.

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Cornwall’s 100% Business Rates Retention Scheme went live in April 2017 and, according to that agreement, will remain in place up to the ‘roll out of a national scheme’. The Business Rates Retention Pilot represents a fundamental move away from the statutory Local Government Finance structure and we would like to explore how greater flexibility can be built into the scheme.

Our Ask

We are seeking support for the roll-in of Government Grants as part of Cornwall Council’s 100% Business Rate Retention pilot and would like this to be included in the forthcoming Local Government Finance Settlement.

We request:

- The underlying structure of the existing pilot will continue i.e. that in exchange for 100% business rate retention, Cornwall Council will forego other Government grants including Revenue Support Grant, Rural Services Delivery Grant and Highways/Transport Capital Grants.
- That in order to maintain fiscal neutrality, there will be a corresponding adjustment to the Council’s Top Up grant – benchmarked against the Government ‘Business Rate Baseline’ for Cornwall Council.
- That the business rate pilot will continue to operate at ‘no detriment’ to Cornwall Council i.e. in the event that the Council is actually worse off as a result of the pilot, then the Government will make good that difference through additional grant.
- Other funding streams will be rolled into the pilot, in particular the currently ring-fenced Public Health grant and the extending of flexibility around Highway funding, enabling the Council to borrow against the funding previously received for Highways.
- We will also explore the possibility of taking over from Government the authority to decide upon mandatory relief policy within Cornwall, thereby truly making this a rural pilot with decisions and benefits made at a local level and applied to support places and sectors to promote economic opportunity.

This will impact on and will require the commitment and support of several Government departments.
Our Offer

We are seeking to develop the Business Rates Retention Pilot further in 2018/19 to benefit Cornwall locally, by determining the priorities our resources should be focused on, but assisting Government ahead of the technical national roll out of a scheme.

Benefits

As a result of the Business Rates Retention pilot, Cornwall will retain 100% of local business rates and, therein, 100% of growth. This provides not only a significant financial gain to Cornwall and a greater incentive for economic growth, but also greater financial freedoms in the way limited resources are used. For example, by ‘rolling in’ capital highways/transport grants, those resources can now be used for wider revenue preventative works, avoiding more costly major repairs.
B) VAT escalator

Context

Cornwall’s business base is composed primarily of micro, small and medium sized enterprises. There are approximately 23,835 VAT registered businesses across the LEP area. Through existing activity such as the Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s Growth Hub and Better Business for All initiative, considerable efforts have been made in Cornwall to assist new businesses to start and existing businesses to grow.

The proposals in this chapter apply to Cornwall only and do not cover the Isles of Scilly.

Unlocking barriers

The Rationale for Change

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s business base is composed primarily of micro, small and medium sized enterprises. There are 23,835 (source: UK Business Counts, 2017) VAT registered businesses across the LEP region.

Through existing activity such as the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Growth Hub and Better Business for All initiative, considerable efforts have been made in the region to assist new businesses to start and existing businesses to grow. There has been a 13% growth in VAT registered businesses since 2010: but only half that of the UK total in the same period.

One issue that is consistently cited as a barrier to growth is the VAT registration threshold. There are approximately 44,000 businesses operating below the VAT threshold in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Reasons for operating below this threshold vary, but often the decision to stay below is down to the fact that the level of growth required to maintain the income levels of the business owners is too great in the first years of a business’ existence, which therefore represents a risk it. Currently once the VAT threshold is reached, many businesses close, operate limited or seasonal opening hours (with the resulting impact on employment, coastal communities and productivity) or put off investment to the next financial year (therefore delaying growth).

Our Ask

We propose to pilot an approach that encourages businesses at or near the VAT threshold (and who are not currently registered for VAT) to register on a scheme as part of a wider strategy to accelerate growth. Registration would be for a maximum of three years and would entail a suite of activity that enables the business to voluntarily register for VAT to make the transition to growth; but obtain funded business support to enable this growth paid for by these voluntary contributions (for example an escalator approach with a lower percentage of VAT contribution in the first year etc: detail to be agreed). From year 4 onwards the business would have to continue with their registration (at the normal VAT rate) or deregister depending on their performance. Business would only have a one-time ability to participate in the escalator pilot and the voluntary contribution would be collected via the Cornwall Council Better Business For All service and administered by the Economic Growth service of Cornwall Council.

This proposition would be cost neutral for Government as without the pilot and the scheme these businesses would not have grown over the threshold, at least not so quickly. If and when business sustainability is achieved then the resultant VAT revenue would go to Government in the fourth and full VAT year: deregistration would result in the Government being no worse off.

Sustainable business growth could also result in eventual growth in numbers employed (who can pay their Council Tax) and business rate revenue to the Council: this would be the benefit for the Council. The three year growth should be ring fenced for economic development purposes. This is explicit in the ‘10 opportunities’ document for a sector such as tourism (the theme here will be strengthening and adding value to the supply chain).
Our Offer

Any funds generated from the VAT escalator pilot would be additional to current VAT receipts and retained in Cornwall to support the journey to business growth with the Council allocating its revenue from the escalator pilot to targeted economic development support.

Participants in the VAT escalator pilot would gain access to targeted support from various business support initiatives (e.g. Growth Hub and BIG2) in order to maximise the chance of successful transition from their current scale of operation. By enabling flexibility in terms of the gradual escalation of VAT, costs can be redeployed to overheads and investment in the early years of the business’ existence to help establish the business and grow employment (yielding increased national insurance, income tax, business rate and purchase spending power).

Benefits

A graduated approach to VAT growth would encourage and enable investment. With the escalator increasing each year, individual businesses would be able to budget to develop during their early years preparing for growth with funded and tailored business support. The Government would see tax revenues increase at the end of the escalator process and if some businesses fail to grow they would not have lost revenue. Supply chain evolution supported by successful growth has the opportunity of increasing revenues from their own tax base (including VAT).

As an aspect of ‘regulatory compliance’, early years VAT rates would also reduce the cost of HMRC regulation and time costs for business bureaucracy (estimated to be 1-2% of turnover) for investigation, as the scheme could be administered by Cornwall Council. Graduating an introduction to VAT would also assist in the re/use of industrial and commercial building space to support sustainable business development and opportunity for workspace in the countryside. Increased employment would not only generate additional income tax, national insurance receipts and savings in social security payments, but also generate additional VAT through an increase in the number of (employed) individuals with disposable income.

A cut in the VAT registration threshold pending growth over a four year period would, if the pilot is successful and rolled out across the UK, support the UK’s competitiveness in Europe after Brexit.
C) Allow Cornwall to create a Better Roads Fund funded by the localisation of 2p in every litre from existing fuel duty

Cornwall’s geography means that our road network is extensive with the Council responsible for repairing and maintaining over 7,303 kilometres of highway from major principal roads to narrow country lanes.

With a diminishing budget, the Council is facing challenges to keep Cornwall moving safely. Allowing Cornwall to retain 2p per litre from the existing fuel duty will generate approximately £7.5 million a year that would be used to maintain our rural roads.

This proposal applies to Cornwall only and does not cover the Isles of Scilly.

Allowing Cornwall to retain 2p per litre from the existing fuel duty will generate approximately £7.5 million a year that would be used to maintain our rural roads.
D) Second home ownership; working on legislation to ensure everyone contributes

The second homes market represents nearly 9% of Cornwall’s housing stock overall and exceeds 20% in 47 out of our 213 Parishes. The average cost of housing is 8.4 times the average annual salary (compared to 6.7 nationally) which puts home ownership beyond the reach of many people.

An increasing number of Cornwall’s towns and villages have more than 1 in 5 dwellings classed as second homes, which are distinct from holiday homes in that they are invariably empty for large periods of the year.

Some of the owners of these homes do not pay either council tax or business rates, seeking exemptions that mean that no contribution towards essential services is made. We want to start a dialogue with Government on how this can be overcome through legislation, and would welcome the opportunity to discuss how this could be developed.
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Context

Between 2016 and 2040 Cornwall and Isles of Scilly’s population of over 85s will increase by 31% more than in the rest of the UK. While Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have above average life expectancy, it has only average healthy life expectancy. We must deliver a radical upgrade in prevention, self-care and care in the community so that people in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly can live well for longer, supporting improved personal wellbeing, as well as managing the significant cost pressures of an ageing population upon our health and care budgets. We also have the challenge of providing locally accessible, timely and equitable care across rural and island populations.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are ideally placed to pilot innovative responses to the Industrial Strategy grand challenge of an ageing society. We have a strong local offer: the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership has already invested heavily in e-health and we are ideally placed to test new models of technology enabled care capable of being scaled up nationally, with particular benefits in sparsely populated rural and island populations.

Cornwall Council is directly investing £90m in extra care and supported housing alongside upgrading hard to heat homes for 1,300 of our most vulnerable households every year – a radical upgrade in prevention, ill-health prevention and wellbeing. Our local universities are internationally recognised for research into healthy aging and supported living and are supporting the application of big data, artificial intelligence and machine learning to improve health and wellbeing through our Smartline project with 350 Cornish households in social housing. Our Smart Islands investment will deliver 200 Smart Homes reducing fuel poverty and improving health outcomes for vulnerable people on the Isles of Scilly.

While our local health and care system has challenges, local partners across the Councils, NHS, private and voluntary sector are committed to effective joint working so that we can live within our means through a fair settlement and local flexibilities. We are already demonstrating the impact of integrated approaches, in relation to our demonstrable progress in tackling delayed transfers of care.
Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

We have high rates of diabetes, heart disease, stroke, cancer and osteoarthritis and for many people they can be prevented or delayed, or for others contained if caught early and managed well.

We have some of the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods in the country. Seventeen of Cornwall’s neighbourhoods are in the 10% most deprived in England. People in our disadvantaged communities are at higher risk of living with at least one debilitating condition.

We have a significantly higher rate of childhood obesity than nationally with no evidence of a reduction in this trend. Obesity in childhood is largely due to lifestyle factors such as diet and physical inactivity, and therefore preventable.

We have above average rates of economic inactivity which are both a cause and a consequence of ill health. Business, voluntary, health, academic and local authority partners are working to support those furthest from the labour market into work. This is essential to improve health and wellbeing, and also to our future economy as research shows our labour market challenges are already increasing as Britain prepares to leave the European Union.

As with many other health and social care systems across the UK, we are facing significant operational and financial pressures and we are working together across the health and care system to realign how we work. Underpinning this proposal, we now have a credible plan to fix what have for too long seemed intractable challenges. This provides a strong platform for taking forward our devolution proposals, which feature securing greater control over our system resources, devolved powers and simplified decision making. These are key to unlocking our ambitions for the future.

We have above average rates of economic inactivity which are both a cause and a consequence of ill health.
Our Ask

To support our radical upgrade in prevention, we are seeking:

- an injection of invest to save funding to tackle our biggest population challenges, in particular obesity, fuel poverty, employment for those with health problems and harm from alcohol, as part of a wider locally led health and wellbeing plan.
- an opportunity to test a place based approach to the development of physical activity and sport in schools, exploring direct, ring fenced allocation of Healthy Pupil Programme.

Alongside our work locally, we want to work with central Government to examine wider opportunities to:

- influence the national approach to the sale, advertising and over consumption of unhealthy foods and drinks which is a key factor in local health challenges within Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
- test alternative approaches to using winter fuel payments which recognise that 14% of households in Cornwall struggle to afford heating compared to less than 10% nationally, another key contributing factor to local health challenges

To support the creation of an innovation testbed for rural and island communities we are asking for transformation funding to enable:

- the development of a more flexible, blended workforce capable of utilising technology enabled models of care and working flexibly across a community focussed health and care system, whilst managing significant operational pressures.
- testing of new technology enabled methods of care provision using robotics, aids and adaptions
- critical infrastructure projects in estates and information technology, including Urgent Treatment Centres.
- an Intelligence System that will create a unique system-wide intelligence platform to provide real time situational analytics and a digital system model against which to test future service configuration options.

Moving to a more community focussed model of care will require investment in local care facilities which people across Cornwall and Isles of Scilly can access. To secure these facilities and build strong community support, we want to invoke our original devolution commitment from Government to retain local capital receipts for reinvestment as part of a wider strategic estates programme.

Living within our means through a fair settlement and local flexibilities

We want to move to a devolved, place-based five year funding settlement which enables local partners to co-ordinate budgets across health, social care, public health and health-related funds, working together to commission and provide the best possible health outcomes for people in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. While each local partner will remain accountable for effective management of its budgets, strong joint working and co-ordinated deployment of budgets will ensure the most cost-effective use of local resources.

We also need a fair level of funding to meet the health and care needs of our population. We are asking for acceleration of reviews of: the funding formula for CCGs to ensure the additional costs of providing services in sparsely populated remote and rural areas are adequately funded; mental health fair shares; and the rural market forces factor for providers.

We want to work with Government to shift to a single local outcomes framework for measuring the impact that health and social care services have on the health and well-being of a local population; and continue the work already underway with regulators to develop a coordinated approach to place reducing the burdens on the local system whilst strengthening local accountability.
Our Offer

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are the ideal testbed for piloting innovative new approaches. Largely surrounded by sea, with a single unitary authority for Cornwall working closely in partnership with the Council of Isles of Scilly, supported by a single CCG, and a single Local Enterprise Partnership we have all the ingredients for successful joint working. Building on our considerable local investment and award-winning research base into e-health we will provide a prototype for a new model of technology enabled care in a rural community that shows how we can improve the health and well-being of our citizens, develop our workforce and contribute to strengthening our local economy.

Our relatively uncomplicated organisational landscape provides the right environment to progress rapid integration of health and care services and test an innovative approach to delivery. Providers, commissioners and the local authorities all believe that the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly system can provide a ‘test bed’ of how other rural areas can meet the challenge of an aging society. Part of our offer is to contribute to national policy on how health and care needs are best served in rural areas.

Radical upgrade in prevention

We are investing significant local resources which, coupled with Government support for our devolution ask, will deliver measurable improvements in health outcomes for people in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly within five years - helping to manage the considerable cost pressures we will face over the same time period from meeting the health and care needs of our changing and aging population.

We have secured £7.5m private investment over three years alongside investment from our social landlords to make the homes of 1,300 vulnerable fuel poor households cheaper to heat each year. Alongside this, Cornwall Council is directly investing over £90 million in extra care and supported housing, helping more people live well and independently for longer.

We are piloting older and disabled worker initiatives with the Department for Work and Pensions, alongside managing European Social Fund investments to establish innovative approaches to support those furthest from the workplace into work through supportive pathways and skills development.
Create an innovation test-bed for rural and island communities

We will pilot a technology-enabled care model capable of national roll-out, building on our £8 million e-health investment, and create a pioneering System Intelligence System.

Through our internationally recognised European Centre for Environment and Human Health we will explore the impact of nature on health, and the role new technologies such as virtual reality can play for those unable to access our ‘green’ and ‘blue’ spaces.

With InnovateUK support, we will work with the South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications to build on our SMART & Well study phase, using satellite technology to deliver better health services to remote areas, with a focus on critical medical services, health and social care and healthy active lifestyles.

We will secure wide engagement in this pilot through our established Peninsula Forum on Environment and Human Health, the eHealth and eWellbeing Stakeholder Group, and sector groups such as Software Cornwall.

We will pilot a £3.5m capital investment in primary care with a possible further roll-out, and explore options for local capital investment in community facilities.

We will continue to release land through our One Public Estate programme to increase access to health and care facilities for the residents of Cornwall.

Living within our means through a fair settlement and local flexibilities

Local health and care partners across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly – from Council, NHS, and voluntary sectors - will work jointly in partnership to deliver the best possible health outcomes for our residents, working as one system to one plan. We will test our partnership arrangements from April 2018, before formalising arrangements from April 2019.

We will jointly commission the strategic health and care outcomes we need for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, and help providers work in partnership to better join up community health services that are sustainable for the long term.

We will provide early feedback to Government on the indicative return on investment that could be realised in other rural areas, from new models of technology enabled care within a strong framework of local community facilities.
Benefits

With the right support from Government we will secure better health outcomes from our local health and care budgets, helping to manage the cost pressures arising from the needs of our rapidly changing population. We will ensure that we improve our A&E performance, meeting national expectations as a minimum, and we will reduce further the delayed transfers of care beyond our stretch targets. By 2019, we will jointly establish an outcomes-based contract with a partnership of local providers that encourages quality and innovation as well as improved financial and performance management.

As part of our prevention strand, we aim to close the gap between the local employment rate for those with a long-term health condition and the national average (29.6%). This is critical not just to the health and wellbeing of local people, but also to our ability to maintain a strong local economy with well-paid jobs, with independent research showing that local businesses will face significant recruitment challenges in an already tight labour market as Britain exits the European Union. Our investment in tackling fuel poverty and more supported housing, above, will help more people live well for longer.

Government support for our devolution asks above, coupled with our local investment, will enable us over five years to tackle the rise in childhood obesity and lead a reduction in smoking prevalence towards the national ambition of 13%. Scaling up evidence based interventions could prevent up to 700 cardiovascular events per year, reduce falls by 40% and fall-related admissions to hospital in over 65s by 10%.

Creating an innovation test-bed for rural and island communities will deliver a technology enabled care model capable of national roll-out, reducing demand. Improving A&E performance and reducing in delayed transfers of care in line with agreed improvement trajectories.

Staff turnover will be reduced, vacancies requiring expensive agency cover will be reduced and 800 extra care, 400 specialist houses and 1000 houses with disabled adaption will be built. Urgent treatment centres will be established, operating as an important component of our community based urgent care strategy and additional GP access for a population of 100,000 will be released via the One Public Estate programme.

Living within our means through a fair settlement and local flexibilities will deliver strengthened provider sustainability, more cost-effective provision, and achieve the best possible health outcomes for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly.
Living within our means through a fair settlement and local flexibilities will deliver strengthened provider sustainability, more cost-effective provision, and achieve the best possible health outcomes for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly.
BLUE LIGHT COLLABORATION

Context

Cornwall Council through Resilient Cornwall incorporating Cornwall Fire, Rescue and Community Safety Service (CFRCSS) already share excellent working relationships with Devon and Cornwall Police (DCP) and South West Ambulance Services Foundation Trust (SWASFT) and have an impressive track record of collaborative working.

Joint community prevention activities, effective and efficient response to and recovery from large scale operational incidents, flexible roles and shared property occupancy all provide tangible evidence of our success in this area. Our excellent relationship and shared community safety priorities with the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner has delivered CCTV projects in nine towns, ten joint funded Safer Towns initiatives. We have developed our innovative Tri-Service Safety Officer (TSSO) combining duties from across all three emergency services and have a shared commitment to further expand this valuable flexible role across rural communities in Cornwall.

Cornwall’s One Public Estate (OPE) programme has enabled us to develop a purpose built Emergency Services Community Station in Hayle, where Police, Fire and Ambulance Services successfully co-locate. First phase concept design tri and bi service property projects are being considered in Wadebridge, Liskeard, Looe, Bodmin and Newquay with a genuine understanding of the cultural change and financial benefits these projects deliver.

The Police and Crime Act 2017 and the English Fire and Rescue Services National Framework Document provide the legislative freedom and flexibilities for innovative local collaborative solutions for the provision of emergency services. Cornwall Council, DCP, SWASFT would like to maximise this opportunity for innovation with an ambitious and accelerated programme of blue light transformation.

The Police have an ambitious programme of £14.7 million capital investment in Cornwall, through the One Public Estate programme and the development of a new Police custody at Bodmin to create a Headquarters for Cornwall, with aspirations for further colocation with partners.

We have developed our innovative Tri-Service Safety Officer (TSSO) combining duties from across all three emergency services
Unlocking Barriers

The Rationale for Change

The rural nature of Cornwall and our peninsular geography creates challenges for the successful delivery of emergency services. In order to overcome these challenges, CFRCSS, DCP and SWASFT need support to strengthen their current innovative and constructive working relationships even further.

There are ongoing challenges to provide sufficient resource to manage the increasing demand for emergency services in Cornwall. For example, the Fire & Rescue Service workforce is made up of approximately 66% on-call staff, and the recruitment and retention of this significant tranche of the workforce is becoming increasingly difficult with employers showing greater reluctance to release staff to undertake these duties. To ensure effective collaboration can continue to progress there would need to be investment to support the development of innovative collaborative pilot projects.

Road safety – levels of death and serious injury on our roads is not acceptable. South West Region saw a 6% drop in fatalities in 2016 (compared to 2015) but rising in Devon and Cornwall.

- 2017 - 8 fatalities and 822 serious (total KSI 890)
- 2016 - 2 fatalities and 772 serious (total KSI 824)
- 2015 - 44 fatalities and 652 serious (total KSI 696)

There may be further opportunities to increase road safety assessments in collaboration with Highways England and Police colleagues by encouraging community SpeedWatch campaigns. This would need to be supported by capital funding to mitigate the problems and respond to community need.

Our Ask

We want central government to support these ambitions with a one-off capital transformation grant, ring-fenced for emergency services innovative collaborative projects. This would be accessed through invest to save business cases developed jointly, which enable Cornwall to become a test bed of innovation for emergency services.

Our offer

Through a ring-fenced capital pot we would develop business cases for innovative collaborative projects that are challenged and approved through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Leadership Board, our rural mayoral model for governance. This enables Cornwall to be a test bed of innovation for emergency service provision.
Benefits

Accelerating our shared property projects would provide revenue efficiencies that can be reinvested in new and flexible ways of working. Emergency Medical Response, TSSO’s, CCTV schemes, Safer Towns, joint tasking could all be expanded and funded from savings delivered through an ambitious shared property portfolio.

In the 12 months from January 2017 to December 2017 CFRS responded to over 800 emergency medical calls on behalf of SWASFT. Integration could be greater enhanced by further development and roll-out of the Tri-Service Safety Officer role. The role, based in Hayle in the South West of Cornwall was developed as a pilot in 2015. In the period of May 2015 to August 2017 the officer attended 499 police logs, 181 incidents for the fire service, 226 ambulance calls, was involved in 61 anti-social behavior cases and 56 low level crime investigations. Further to this the prevention work has seen the officer undertake 322 home safety visits, make 159 safeguarding referrals and conduct 90 school / youth intervention meetings. The success of this pilot role has led to expansion of the project with two additional TSSO officers now supporting communities in Bude and Liskeard in the East of the county. The aspiration would be to further increase the number of TSSOs to cover key geographical locations across Cornwall.

Our Critical Control Centre has already expanded its role to include CCTV, monitoring 93 cameras across nine towns. This provides a multi-faceted approach to community safety, mobilising of resources and information gathering, sharing and coordinating activities across the wider service. Around 80% of the incidents that we monitor are related to the prevention or detection of crime and around 20% are concerned with vulnerable people (those in need of medical assistance, lost persons, etc). This could be further remoulded to create a joint emergency services control centre, managed locally, using local resources and shared intelligence.

Collaborative arrangements between CFRS and the Isles of Scilly Fire and Rescue Service already exist with operational and tactical support and advice being provided. The rural and isolated nature of the IoSFRS, may present opportunities to develop the TSSOs on the Islands. There are also opportunities for CFRS to support IOSFRS in developing community risk profiles and risk-focused Integrated Risk management Plans (IRMP).

Exploration of joint ways of working could be extended into the voluntary sector by considering how groups, such as The Red Cross, RNLI and Search and Rescue organisations could support a community-based emergency response.

Capital transformation funding with a commitment to share our learning and experiences across the UK through the National Fire Chiefs Council and Home Office would support and demonstrate central government’s commitment to blue light transformation. Cornwall Council have invested £10m in emergency services property projects and agreed a £27m 15 year Capital replacement programme for CFRS. Financial pressures for all Cornwall emergency services and withdrawal of central capital grants and transformation funding has seen our ambitious plans slow down and in some cases stall.

Government investment in Cornwall’s emergency services will support our devolution ambitions, help our health and social care integration devolution goals as well as deliver more effective and efficient emergency services that are “Working Together to make Cornwall Safer”.

Integration could be greater enhanced by further development and roll-out of the Tri-Service Safety Officer role.
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ESF funding overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA1 – Inclusive Labour markets</th>
<th>PA2 – Skills for Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Access to Employment</td>
<td>2.1 Lifelong Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Sustainable integration of young people</td>
<td>2.2 Improving the relevance of education/training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Active Inclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 CLLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Budget £48,881,619
Claimed £753,951
Paid £48,000

Budget £13,709,182
Claimed £215,944
Paid £0

Data flow - this formal ITI data has not changed for the previous two ITI Boards. We expect the actual values paid to be considerably higher than reported. Difficult to reconcile with locally held data, summarised below.

Total ESF (@0.78) £119,000,000 (rounded)
Contracted £50,000,000 (inc Opt-ins)
Committed £28,000,000
Remaining to commission £41,000,000

However, current planned amendments will impact considerably such as €15m (£11.7m) to ERDF and €692k (£540k) from previous review. Possible £12m exchange rate adjustment, etc.
Participants – 57,300 of which 20,894 are currently committed within funding agreements but actual data is still not available for the 2014-2020 programme.

**Current approved projects**

Projects and case studies are all listed on the Growth Programme web site - [http://www.cornwallislesofscillygrowthprogramme.org.uk/projects-update/](http://www.cornwallislesofscillygrowthprogramme.org.uk/projects-update/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Delivery organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultivator</td>
<td>Creative Kernow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family and Community Essential Skills</td>
<td>CSW Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Learning – routes to improved health and wellbeing</td>
<td>Pre-school Learning Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food for Change</td>
<td>Cornwall Food Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Changer</td>
<td>Real Ideas Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Can</td>
<td>CSW Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Well to Work</td>
<td>The Learning Partnership for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive People – Coast to Coast</td>
<td>Pluss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive People – South and East</td>
<td>Pluss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills for Young People</td>
<td>CSW Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills Support for the Workforce in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly – Business Sector led</td>
<td>Serco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills Support for the Workforce in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly – Individual led</td>
<td>Serco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART Tenants</td>
<td>The Learning Partnership for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upskilling Voluntary Community and Social Enterprise Sector</td>
<td>The Learning Partnership for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who Dares Works</td>
<td>Active Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widening Participation through Skills</td>
<td>Plymouth University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Routes</td>
<td>Reed in Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Together – Atlantic and Moor</td>
<td>The Learning Partnership for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current outstanding calls - £28m**

There are a number of outstanding projects which are strategically aligned to the employment and skills strategy and as such critical to progress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Priority 2.2</th>
<th>Innovation in Higher Skills - £1,950,999 ESF Sector and Collectives (employer led) - £6,630,020 ESF initiated in October 2016 (originally £4,368,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment Priority 2.1</td>
<td>Future Economy £6,630,020 ESF VCSE £780,000 Developing Leaders £1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Priority 1.2</td>
<td>NCS CEIAG enhancement £3,799,999 ESF initiated February 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Priority 1.4</td>
<td>Future Peninsula £7,900,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary updated – 11/04/18

Sector & Collectives – projects are now being advised of their success and will progress to funding agreement stage. This includes the project led by the LPCo in the Hospitality sector, the cross sectoral delivering skills for business project led by Cornwall College, we anticipate further confirmation of project success this week.

**Issues to be considered**

- Delays in appraising bids and communicating outcomes creating local challenges such as:
  - Risk to match funding
  - Risk to provider cash flow
  - Increased bureaucracy and level of claim interrogation
  - Increased depth of appraisal questioning and scrutiny prior to contract award
  - Questions over additional added value parameters beyond specification targets, lack of guidance, thus open to interpretation
- State aid - variable interpretation/requirements, especially ESFA Opt-in
- Timing of IP2.2 development/capacity building investment and IP2.1 delivery strands, where plans were to ensure 12-18 months of investment prior to delivery coming on stream. Aimed to develop and trial before roll out, programming, curriculum, delivery models, support structures etc
- ESFA Opt-in planning – proposed extension to end March 2019 which the ITI Board supported but without further investment at this stage.
- DWP Opt-in planning – Reed, approx. 55-60% of plan, outputs low but outcomes/results per participant positive. Planning options to follow but expect extension request. This has now reached the ITI Board stage.
- Support for IoS – mainly transport and support related, flexibility for providers for small groups, 1:1, increased costs etc. Unit costs model and formula funded approach taken by ESFA hasn’t worked leading to exclusion
- BBO Opt-in – good data being provided by Opt-in unlike the others where performance reporting is a considerable gap. Volumes improving but low in some areas such as Atlantic and Moor. Eligibility checks and increased challenge to secure evidence of individual data such as right to work, date of birth, actual name, etc is affecting access for a number of the most disadvantaged and vulnerable people targeted by the programme.
- ESFA and DWP have not made any claims – this reduces the accuracy and timeliness of MI/performance reporting and critically affects N+3. Big Lottery have started claiming.
- Contracts coming to an end – some projects such as Widening Participation in higher skills are coming to an end in December 2018. In order to avoid further delays, disruptions and staff losses etc there needs to be a plan in place and guidance for extensions where appropriate. This would also affect Cultivator and Skills Access Hub during 2019.
- Future match funding – where will this come from? For example: use of Apprenticeship Levy now approved, use of Council investment programme, SME contributions, Work & Health Unit innovation fund, etc.
- OP review – this has reflected all of our ‘asks’, for example reduction of participant volumes in IP1.1, allowing all unemployed to access IP2.1, unemployed/inactive split addressed.
### Future Calls - £41m

| Investment Priority 1.1 | Health and wellbeing - £6,840,000 (open call)  
|                         | Activity for the unemployed - £3,777,000 (DWP opt-in?) |
| Investment Priority 2.1 | Helping people in, in work poverty - £2,994,430 (open call)  
|                         | Employer led skills - £4,130,280 (open call)  
|                         | Access to higher skills - £1,032,590 (aim for extension) |
| Investment Priority 1.2 | Young people - £2,181,512 (open call) |
| Investment Priority 1.4 | Future Peninsula round 3 - £4,000,000 depends on round 2 outturn (open call)  
|                         | Pathways to employment - £10,000,000 (BBO Opt-in round 2?) |
| Investment Priority 2.2 | Creative Skills - £905,000 (aim for extension)  
|                         | Skills Access Hub - £1,491,900 (aim for extension)  
|                         | Innovation in higher skills - £1,766,700 (open call)  
|                         | Employer led – SMART spec skills £1,821,000 (open call)  
|                         | IoS - £453,000 |

### Recommendations

In light of the issues noted, particularly considering the delays and questions over ESF-D’s capacity the ESB may wish to consider and recommend to the ITI Board alternatives to the previously agreed approach to call development shown above.

The potential to realign the programme in light of strategic developments such as the launch of the Industrial Strategy, national Careers Strategy, Vision 2030, 10 opportunities, work on inclusive growth for shared prosperity through New Frontiers for example is considerable.

The options could include:

1. Continue with the existing plan, adjusted for OP amendments, performance framework, project performance and financial reconciliation
2. Merge themes into larger more strategic clusters – for example the remaining funds in IP2.1 could be brought together so that ‘helping people in, in work poverty’ and ‘employer led skills’ delivery would be one specification ensuring individuals and businesses are considered equally as part of an inclusive growth agenda. This could also include ‘access to higher skills’ although the current plan is to extend the existing project as it is delivering to plan.
3. Although ESF-D has now confirmed that it is possible to develop calls across different investment priorities. This opens up the potential to create larger strategic investment programmes rather than a series of overlapping projects. This could include pathways to employment with associated skills provision focused on market needs through to ongoing support into employment, as well as focused skills provision in work through the ‘helping people in, in work poverty and employer led delivery. This could facilitate scope to create real and embedded employment and skills pathways in response to employer demand as well as enabling us to address one of the biggest gaps to inclusive growth in CIoS which is, in work poverty. This is shown very clearly in some of the analysis done by Joseph Rowntree Foundation for Manchester LEP where one of the biggest challenges to increasing productivity and inclusion in CIoS is low earnings (this is associated with a range of factors such as the skills base and the structure of the economy).
4. Health & Wellbeing – similarly the need to provide strategic direction and leadership in this area is critical to align all the excellent work currently going on through ESF funded inclusion projects alongside the LEP’s work with the Work & Health unit, the work being done through providers such as Pluss and others with the Work & Health programme and other domestic programmes, etc. There is scope to build on the H&W strategy, public health, Inclusive Growth, E&S Strategy, etc with a collaborative programme approach to address the remaining gaps in services and support for individuals/families to help secure further growth in employment for these target groups.

5. If this approach is acceptable then it could provide greater strategic alignment, reduce the number of ‘competing’ projects, manage more effectively the number of potential organisations calling on employer time and really focus on inclusive growth.